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ABSENT BROTHERS
IRE REMEMBERED
Beautiful Memorial of B. P. 0
Elks Observed
Eloquent Addressee and Eulogy and
letquielte Meek shared in
Program.
KENTUCKY THEATER CROWDED
Blended In the program of the
Elite' Memorial service at the Ken-
tucky theater Sunday afternoon were
religious, eulogistic, oratorical, and
musical features.
Together they formed a memorial
service, one of the most impressive
and beautiful ever held In the city.
The beauty of the service was en-
hanced by the fact that only the vir-
tues of their departed .brothers were
remembered, their faults being writ.
ten in the shifting sands, as the un-
essential always gives place tii the
vita!
The brothers who have died with-
in the year and for whom the memo-
rial service was held yesterday, are:
William Porteous, M. W. Johnson,
D. L. Sanders, George 0. Hart.
The Elks met at their borne across
the street from the Kentucky and
Marched in a body to the place of
aseimice, talkies their places on
stage. The processional was played
by King's orchestra.
After an invocation by the Rev.
David C. Wright, opening ceremonies
by the lodge were londucted from
the ritual. An addrees by Judge R.
T. Lightfoot followed his speech, be-
ing along the line of the lodge pur-
poses and the reason for holding
memorial eervieee.
A double quartet In which were
'Miss Anne Bradshaw, Mrs. Lelia
Wade Lewis, Mrs. James Weille. and
Mrs. Williani•C. Gray; Messrs Rob-
ert Chastaine, Harry Collins, Edward
Scott and Emmet. Vs' Bagby sang
twice delightfully, songs appropriate
to the occasion.
Hen. Emmet W. Bagby delvered
the eulogies. He dwelt on the per-
sonal qualities of the different de-
parted members and showed what
their 'loss meant to the lodge. Miss
Anne eiradshaw followed with a vo-
cal solo.
In an oration which summarized
the chief points brought out by the
preceding speakers, the Hon. Hal
Corbett addressed the audience, ad-
ding further to the oral part of the
program.
"Thanatopsis," that beautiful
poem, wits recited by Mr. Joseph
Desberger. The lodge and congrega-
tion sang "Nearer My God to Thee."
The afternoon', program culminae
ed with the most impressive feature
of the program, "Forget Me Not."
Bach member of the lodge marched
past a receptacle in which he planed
a forget-me-not.
The closing ceremonies were con-
ducted from the ritual the lodge
congregation and orchestra Joined in
the "Doxology," and the benediction
was said by the Rev. David C.
Wright. The audience retired to the
music of the recessional by King's
orchestra.
The stage was decorated with pot-
ted palms. An immense star hung in
the rear. The theater was crowded.
DAVIS GM:MI-LOUR.
--- --
Says Others Are Implkatiel in (buns
terfelting.
Wade Brown, deputy United States
marshal, has returned from Atlanta,
Ga , where he took three federal
prisoners. One was Henry Davta,who
got six years for counterfeiting. Da-
vis became confidential en route
South and declared that others be-
sides himself and Curtis Ingram
were implicated in the counterfeit-
ing: and that brass moulds used In
making srious dollars were ship-
ped away frpm Paducah and are now
In the hands of persons who are
making counterfeit money. The po-
llee think Deets is simply talking.
Direct Vote for Senators.
Des Moines, Ia., Dee. :I.—Th.3 gov-
ernors ofeinore than 30 states have
accepted the invitation of Iowa to ap-
point delegates to attend a confer-
ence in Des Moines next Wednesday
to discuss we're and means to secure
an amendment to the federal consti-
tution giving the people the eight to
elect United States senators by e di-
••••••r00.44.13449.•47•44••••••=••4•-• .•••=so•••
MISS STEWART
Will Give Reading From Shaw In the
High School.
Mains Anna Byrd Stewart. formerly
teacher of Enselise in the Haduceii
High school, will give a readies on
January 4 to the High school, and her
virde le looked keened to with inter-
est. Mire Stewart is. teacher of Eng-
ileit in the Cincinnati eihrasie and is
an ereeilleot reader. She less /sleeted
the works of Bernard Shaw as her
subject. The reading will be given
in the auditorium of the Haduote
High school. Mies Stewart will visit
in Pedukoh a few (Wye before return-
ing borne.
-
TOOK A SHOT
AT MAN WHO WAS PROWLING
AROUND HER HOUSE.
Sits. lAiiu Haskey Say. She Will KIU
Ilim If lie Periii•dm In His
'oudut t .
People living In the neighborhood
of the city hall were startled Satur-
day night by the report of a eeptui
shot, and investigation revealed the
fact 'that the pistol was used in the
hand of Mrs. Lulu Oaskey, of 212
South Fourth street, who fired at a
prowler.
The. prowleudifiras a former boarder
with whom Men (lackey has nal
trouble, and she said he had often
been eiiiienon-Verit-i-ein ?sea . She con-
tinued.
"The man took the mat off my
door step and ran away. He was seen
to do that, and then he came around
to the side of the house and peeped
In the window. Next he was observ-
ed to go out back way and try ,to
open the back gate. I then got my
pistol and tired at him.
"It makes me nervous to have a
man prowling about the premises
that way I have often intended get-
ting out a warrant. but I have ne-
glected to do so. I fired to kill and I
mean to kill the man if he comes
around again."
INSURANCE, MEN HELP WOMAN
Say Mother Charged With Poisoning
Girls (bald Profit Little.
Philadelphia, Dec. 3.-- Mrs. Brid-
get Carey, the young widow who is
under arrest on suspicion of having
poisoned two children, has found
stanch defenders in the local repre-
sentatives of the insurance company
In which the lives of the deceased
children were insured. One of the
company's onicials today showed
that the accused woman could profit
little In the way of cash by the,
deaths of-the two little girls. The po-
lice, however, claim to have materi-
ally strengthened their rase against
the woman.
ELECTIONS IN BRITAIN COSTLY
Total of 85,543,200 Spent in Lest
Parliamentary (Neatest.
London, Dec 3.—A parliamentary
return of toe "official" expenses of
the candidates of the recent general
election shows that it cost the 670
members of parliament $5,834,290
to obtain their seats, an average per
vote of 98 cents. The sums privately
disbursed would substantially in-
crease the total Judging from the
evidence of ,sortie of the bribery tri-
als, which followed the elections.
WHOLE FAMILY SHOPLIPTEltel
---
Spaniards and $0,000 Worth of Loot
Taken In Lou Angeleie
Los Angeles, Dee. 3 --Four Span-
lee deopliftere were arrested here yes-
terday by detierteree and $6,000 worth
of sake, furs end clothing *toffee from
Its' locale department *ores was re-
covered. Pedro Satiehea, is wife
nnid their two de-tightens orenpose the
quartet of prisoners. When deter-
Urea searched their room* in the
Hoffman House the party we. on the
eve of 'saving for the City of Mexico.
GOBEZ RETIRIN FROM 0(11"11014T.
Gives &ipso Clear Field for presi-
dency In Culla.
Jeavana, Dec. l.--,Jose Miguel Go-
mm hes Mimed a statement In whale
he save he has retired as a candithste
for the presidency of the republic in
the intermit of harmony among the
_.1.1teerale. This leaves the way clear
RE-ASSESSMENT OF
ALL REAL ESTATE
Will Be Made This Year By
Tax Supervisors
City Atutesetwei Books Ready to Be
Turned Over to City Auditor
—Fen Changle.
ASSIcle4MENT OF l.. ST VEiR.
Stewart Dick, city tax •ssessor,
probably Mill turn over to City Audi-
tor Kirkland the tax books today, as
they must be receipted for and re-
ported to the .board of councliruen
tonight.
While the total assessment has
not been computed and it will be
several days before the actual fig-
urea can be given out, It Is probable
that there will be little change in
the property valuation. Assessor Dick
is making changes In the real estate
assessment only where improve-
ments have been added while the
shirting of personalty will show little
increase ovir last year. The total as-
sessment last year was $9,876,676,
composed of $6,969,597 real estate
and 12,907,079.
This is the year the board of tax
book supervisors raise the assess-
ment and the eagle of real estate
values Axed by the board in January
will stand for four years. For this
reason Assessor Dick Is not Jisturb-
lag the present valuation, leaving
the board to make such ehanges as
It may desire. The board is composed
of E. G. Boone, Richard Holland and
James Glauber.
A block chart of the city will be
used by the board and valuations
will be fixed by primarily making
the raise by sections. Thus, in the
business district a higher valuation
will be axed per front foot than in
the residence sections, and they will
be subdivided. It is possible that the
lineament will be increased $2,000.-
000 by the board.
GIRL FAGIN.
Overeaters Band of enienlie Thieves
I. Baltimore.
Baltimore. Md., Dec. 3.— Locked
up in the Central pollee station la
Lida Erman 22 years old, tall, slen-
der, with red hair. in appearance she
is a working girl, but Captain Pum-
phrey and Detectives Hogan and
Marnmersia of headquarters, say
that the girl is a veritable female
"Fagin," and that for two months
she has taught, organized and direct-
ed the operations of a band of child
thieves, who have been lierally raid-
ing the large department stores on
Lexington street. The arrest of the
alleged female "Fairtn" was brought
about by the recent capture of three
little girls who wire respected of
stealing in the department stores,
and who admitted their thefts to
Captain Pumphrey and Detectives
Hogan and Hammersla.
BANK IN NEW HOME.
--
Mechanic's and Farmers' Savings
at 210 Broadway.
The Mechanics and Farmers' Sav-
ings bank opened for business in it,
new building at 210 Broadway. this
morning. The bank was moved from
227 Broadway. For the first four
years of Its existence thiS\ank had
quarters Ia. the American-German
bank building, but increardng bust-
nese necessitated larger facilities.
Death Parts Voting Couple.
Marietta. 0.. Dec. 3.—While (lora
rpmen and William Heederehott
wore going to church Inat night their
horse became frightened and backed
over a bridge, inetantly klieng Mtss
Uproan and elichtly believing Hendee-
shbtt. The horse felli on 'Mies Up-
men's heed, cowering it. The bone
and rig rolled into a stream and --
carried. away by the swift. current.
The couple were to hove hewn married
trigenvate.
There Is only one kind of a
newspaper eirculetion statement
that is worth any consideration
and that is the daily detailed
statement. The Sun la the only
Paducah paper printing such a
statement,
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eleneedereedrealeeeee eel-I-eel -e-Ives
'e
se• .FlItie MARSH.el, W.VitNEIL et.
AND PEOPLE AleiltAIED ea.se
RV Sliseeil (et. RAIDERS. te
I Princeton, Ky., Dee. :1.—Warii
cated to (at24e Fire. N ine- .inuni
Inge and threats have been •'°"-:
Ir Khasi Ayers and hie attorney that
A., it will isist he else for them to '
S attempt to investigate into the 47,
;IP burning of the while-cis ete .r.
4., ti's Saturday. Slarshal .%yerei 4:
*
says he mill make a thorough in.:::
:t: '*itigeal iou. SuIu,1n4.Ias for %Sit-
ilesees were placed in the Nimbi
of the sheriff. William V. inters
teas arrested on NIr. loereil war-
ren*, clue-ging hajin flit Ii being a
niember of the mob. He alas re-
leased on hail for his appearance
Spies of the rakiers
OH Princeton and people are
etrakt to talk.
eabeelelelveselvealaleeevaleeeealeeaseiabffititeffi
CONGRESS MEETS
FOR FEW MOMENTS
Will Receive President's Mes-
sage Tomorrow
Estimates of Appropriations Seesaw
ry .kusount Iii letosseimmiesito
for Year.
%N INCREASE OF 111114,0410,000
Weehingeen, Dec. I.— The %eta-
tire branch of the goverrunent re-
eurned blisPnees at noon today with-
out oetentations. The (second mission
of the PI ft y -ninth , totems-et started
on its career of thine months and a
day with ills firembere determined to
fulfill the prediction tuade by Pose:-
dere Roos/are& teat (tome history
wee der Mee nan mo tie !y that no
prey iota. (emerges areOlDpbisnd lio
multi good for the-Aolee of the no-
tion. After • Abort esenion ft ad-
journed until Tuony when the
president's message wee be received.
Increase e4ii1nn4),000.
Estimate of appropriations re-
quired to run the government for
the next fiscal year were transmitted
-to congress today by the secretary of
the treasury. The grand total is over
$689,000,000. This shows an appar-
ent increase of aoout $66,000,000
over present year.
The Senate Deming.
The opening of the senate woe
marked by the unexpected introduc-
tam by Penrose of Peeneylvarria, of
a resolution culling upon the presi-
dent for information conoeming les
recent ordre• dismissing three colored
companies from the artily. The ohatr
called attention to the evietoan that
nsi business should be transacted un-
til the president officially is bawd
from. Penes:me inserted and Forakee
called for the records in tbie ,psair
against the secretary of war. The
matter nearly went over.
Moody's Name Presented.
The president today sent to hue
emote the plane or Attorney General
Moody to be asineviate effetes of the
supreme court.
HOSPITAL
.t1T141NTED TO.S ERV Fent T Eitel
010 TWO ‘11417STHS.
Phyalciane and Surgeons Take Turns
In Charge of Work at Rivertide
Huftpitsi.
Riverside 'hospital Stiff hem been
appointed for the next 60 days. The
staff soppointed this week mimeo%
ties staff whet has had ohtsrge of
the hoimital for the Met two months.
The darters selectee for the different
branelbee are: P. H. Stewart and H.
T. Rivers, eurgery: N. B. Duley, SW.
J. Raw, medicine; B. B. Griffith, ob-
ratebties; F. A. Hover, genitoeseinary;
I C. E. Purcell, eye. ear. nose and
I theme. Dr. Purcell was appointed to
fill till.poeltion instead a Dr. Child-
reels, *leo could not nerve.
Fiore. Gives Way to Auto.
Greenwich. Conn., Dec.
elam 0, Rockefeller Is the latest re-
!
;erne to the ranks of those who hese
;done with live stock. MR stables of
ed Into an automobile warehouse.
CAIRO PROTESTS
AGAINST INVASION
Sends Paducah Women Out Of
That City.
seven Return and Stone Apply at
City Hall for Aid—Others .
Walk Sires.... of City.
DIAMOND PIN IS f4NATCHED
Eighteen women, over a dozen be-
ing from the "red light" district It
Paducah, were arrested at Cairo
Saturday night only a few minutes
after leaving the train on which they
Dad arrived. Chief of Police Egan
would not permit the women to stay,
and as soon as he gathered them to-
gether, made them leaie, giving lit
hours in which to get away.
Several women went to a house of
ill-fame in Cairo acid appled fur
lodgings. They were dancing and
drinking with several men. One man
lost a $300 diamond stud. It was not
recovered and the Cairo women laid
the crime at the door of visitors
the Paducah women. The women
were not prosecuted, there being po
evidence against them.
Seven returned t4Paducah Sun-
day night at 7:30 o'clock and three
were forced to apply at the city hall
far Three women who did not
leave Pacincall were inaPPeaninefieten
the streets Saturday and last night.
Local police did not molest them as
they behaved, but If theireconduct
changes for the worse they will be
arrested and made to leave the city.
Keepers of houses on Kentucky
avenue refused to let men in and al-
so refused to take back women who
returned from Cairo. Several of
these weat to St. Louise
TAKES REBATE; IS FINED 0,000
Kansas City Brisker :Unties Accept-
ing Favor From Railroad.
Kansas t ay. Dec. 3.— Henry S.
Hartley, senior member of the grain
brokerage ern] of H. S. Hattie)" 6
Co., pleaded guilty in the United
States District court today to the
charge of receiving rebates from the
St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad
company Judge J. E Catiand assess-
ed the minimum penalty, a fine of
$1,000 and granted Hartley until
Wednesday next to pay It. Hartley
was indicted on Nov. 13 last. It was
shown that he shipped 500 sacks of
cotton seed meal from points In In-
dian Territory, the ostensible desti-
nation being Carrollton, Mo. Ay di-
verting the shipment at Kansas City
he secured a rate of 5 cents • hun-
dred pounds less than should have
been paid.
FRERH PR(1411.11;111 IN
Nerioura Illness of Menellk Cause.' In-
ternational Complicate's.
Rome, Dee. 3.--ellge situation In
Abyesinia, due to the serious Illness
of King Menelik and the diet u.rbences
Which are Likely to occur In the tante-
Kb for the auccession, hes rendered
more difficult the acceptance and en-
forcement of the Angio-Franico-Ital-
ken coovention concluded with Abys-
sinia in London last Rummell, the rat-
illeatkm of whit+ Menellik Imo con-
t intraJly postponed. The main claus-
es of tele treaty guarantee the integ-
rity of the Abyssinian empire, the
open door and commercial equedity
for all countries and provides for the
construction by the French of the
railway connecting Adis-Abeba, the
eapital of Abyssinia, with the roast.
Great Britain and Italy naming tee-
reisentstives on the railway detector-
ate.
. Navy Defeats Army.
Philadelphia, Dec, 3.—in Ow pres-
ence of notables of both branches of
the service and cheered by Miss Ethel
Roosevelt, her tmetheee and 25,00.0
other porde:els, the naval cadets of
Annepelle eartitrday defeated army
cadets of Went. Point on the gridiron
by the were of 10 to 0.
WEATHER. — Partly cloudy
with moderate temperature tie
night anti Tuesday. The hileheal
temperature reached yesterday
eats 45 and the lowesil today 31.
("WON MAN Is 
"MT """)1INSTRUCTS JURY
Anveeted After l'onfesee n and
tempt to (' lllll mit Sul, id,.
-
Metnphis, Dee. 3 - J. E Hutch-
inson, former secretary-treasurer of
the Delta Cotton company of this
city, was today arrested on a charge
of embezzling $6s,000. Hutchinson
several weeks ago confessed that he
was short in his accouuts to the
amount of $70,000. Previous to the
confession he attempted to kill him-
self, by cutting his throat with a ra-
zor. iie riaeovered from the effects of
wounds and today the warrants
sat a? served.
K. OF P.
WILL ELECT OFFICERS AT MEET
l6 Toe Ili HT.
Wiesilmen of the. WOriti N lune.
and lels-ct of Regular Alert-
ing llueeda).
Election of officers for the Knights
of Fethias will take place at the reg-
ular meeting tonight. The :lumina-
!ems were made last Mouday night
and will be open again tonight. Work
,n the Third rank also will be done
tonight. The officers nominated for
the different positions are: W. le
Pelmet, chancellor commander; W.
J. HuMphreys, vice-chancellor: el'. T.
Reed, prelate; A. le Barksdale. K. R.
S.; L. S. 01w-es. excliequer; L. IC
Brooks, master of work; J. J. Mol-
ler, master at arms; E. 0. Grubbe,
inner guard.
W. 0, W. Election.
The %%birdmen of the World will
hold the annual election of °lacers
Tuesday evening at the lodge rooms.
The nominetions will be made in
the same evening the election is held
and the in•tallation of the new offi-
cers wet be held the floe Tuesday in
Janitare.
WitleCK AT GREENVILLE
Deley• Traffic on Illinois Central Rail-
road Today,
derailment at Greenville. Ky
on the Louisville division of the 1141•
nets Central, delayed traffic ten
morning for nereral hours. No Ohl
was injured, and the damage is re-
ported light.
At Greenville train No. 115. in
charge of Engineer T. G. Stevenson
and Conductor Tom Keegan, spit'
the switch and the tank and eight
coal Care went into the ditch. Till
Paduerah wrecker was sent to the
scene at 6:3.0 o'clock. The wreck or-
curred between 3 and 4 o'clock this
morning.
RIVALS; FIGHT; GIRL TO VICTOR.
-- --
Elopement of Sterling Couple Follows
Fielicuffs Reese Ena lllll rite
Sterling, Ill., Dec. — Herman
Wseck 3114 M nig Edna Drynan. of this
cite eloped to Clinton. Iowa. where
they were wed and returned to this
city tonight. The etopetnent west the
outcome of a feria between two suit-
ors for the gill's band. Fending he
had a Neal Wake( elhallenceel him to
a fight. The rholkeige wee eerepted
and in the front reed, dIrectly end"
the wimlow of the young woman, the
rivals came together and %Vnlek won
The ehesement foilewiet.
fiA1,41ON
Flee of Unknown Origin Caneee Los
ut eleitio.
Col/Nees eakson, the old Bud Par-
ke's' place on Meyers 'trete in Me-
chanicsburg. burned this morning at
4:40 o'clock and is a total loss with
*malt illellennee. The origin of the
fire is unknown as the beilkiing was
half gone when discovered. The de-
Pertinent did good work. but coiled
not eztingelit the blaze with the
headway it reined. The lose le esti-
mated at about $1,00:0, stock and
MARTIAL LAW.
---
I People of Herkimer Stirred (bee
Gillette Trial.
I Herkimer. N. Y Dec. 3 . Ma
law probanly will peeved in Herkimer
tonight when the Jury returns the
rsrdrict in the esee of Chester Gil-
lette deemed with the mnrder of
Greer Browne Soidikus with foredied
we) pace le front of the Markle
nave resin.% e,r.ti 14 WO to prevent
TO INVESTIGATE
.ludge Reed Will Compel The
Obedience to Order
Sap( That Gambling is Going on iii
Paden ali amid Says it Mould
He Probed.
"PISTOL TOTERS" MENTIONED
'I have said little about 'red light'
district," Judge Reed said in tee
charge to the grand jury this morn-
ing, "and will take oveasion to em-
press triy.self. I issued au order for
the women to move off Kentucky
avenue in this district; to oomPel
them to abate a nuieunce. About 40
years ago they moved to that section
which was then the outskirts. For-
merly there were warehouses on
Broadway white obstructed the vies
but since they burned, a year ago,
the 'red eget' district has been in
plain view of every mother and
daughter who has to go on Broad-
way between elute and Eleventh
streets. The law is not being obeyed
when the houses are permitted to
operate, and I am going to see that
the Law is °Weed. .1 will requelif
that you investigate thoroughry and
see if the order to vacate by Decem-
ber 1 is earned - MIL I will _call situ
the grand jury petit jury. police-
men and every public-spirited citizen
to aid in suppressing this evil."
Giantiag in Prowess.
In regard to (lie crrine of carrying
Nine/mead a deadly weapon, the court
stated that it would be far better for
young men to fill themselves up on
the meanest liquor possible to secure
than to lay themselves liable to ar-
rest for not merely carrying the pis-
tol but shooting some one. He stated
that another law often violated ass
that of gaming: that he understood
a great deal was going an, and sue-
gestated tee matter be thoroughly
probed.
"In order to get through with the
business before the holidays, it will
be necessaiy to do your work quick-
ly." Judge Reed stated. "and I will
suggest that you bring in all your
Jail indictments b> Wednesday, If
possible."
The criminal term of McCracken
Hove court began this morning.
Judge William Reed presiding- The
sheriff and deputies were sworn in
and the preerninaries finished. Fol-
lowing this Judge Reed empaneled
the grand jury and gave It lengthy
instruction., touching seer...Oily on
the "red light- district.
. The grand Jury Is composed of: '
Charles E. Graham. foreman; D. H.
Owen, .1. J. Thompson. A. E: Steger.
A. B. Dupriest. J. D. McQueen, Miles
Stewart, F. W. ?elks. E. 0. Thomp-
son. If. E Johnson, Jake Oehischlae-
ger.
!mere Reed instructed the grand
jury on what constitutes murder,
humirele, shooting in sudden heat
and passion and other crimes mei
touched specifically on gaming, car-
rying concealed a deadly weapon and
the "red light" district.
find,* the-poisoner Innocent.
ANNE el. ELECTION
- -
Will Be field Lead linseed of feiret
of Ikacember.
—
In ehe future the element election of
°Messrs of the McCracken Couto,.
Medical A:Keeley will be hold the kao
meeting in December Inv/teed of the
first meeting an previouttly held To-
night the society will meet with Dr.
Reynockle on Sixth street bet-wen
Broadwae and Kentucky avenue, Dr.
Reynelleits win k's-lure on "Anse-lino-
of the Eye," one lec. H. A. Smith will
leeture on "Disown of the Eye."
Noted
BLACK PATTI DEAD.
- - -
Negro Singer, Who Often %ex-
ited Paducah.
— - -
}Theorist pelts, Dee. 3.—Flora Mete-
orite known on the lenge AR "Block
Patti," is dead. A:thence but 35
"Black Pattie won renown in tele
country and Europe. Queen Valance&
Pope TIPO and Cele Nicholas were
eaptured by her wincing'.
Boni a Newspaper Man.
Paris, Dec. 3.--Count float de Cap-
tontine etas a Job. The Pesaro ham
metalled the former husband of Amnia
Gould to write at the rate a 1 r)
testicle' We fleet enterteettern
pears this morning.
I ALWAL1r3 RELY
ON IT
Experienced housekeepers
want a baking powder for all
puz poses. HI-LO is perfect in
biscuit and muffins, makes
flannel and corn cakes as light
as a flake, and excels in the
most delicate of layer cakes,
because the "life of the pow-
der" is thi.../) liberated into
the dough- thus a "smooth-
ness", the most desirable
element in baking.
Who would not rely on this excel-
lent tor.,duct, Protected in mono-
proor Una, onion-no with all pure
law•. Mate ono Nabonol.
SoLD AT THE HONEST PRICK
OP A DIME A POUND.
At your grocer's.
Continental Baking Powder Co.
. . Tr r•••••••
tilassIcaN
The isevalar I Totter.
••• for I fira.torre• Suits to or.
der:
Saks, to ortivr '  1018.00
heti" Ito order  L1111.00
SIM% to order  23.00
l'atile lo orrice  3.00
II•  0.00
Pant to order  7.30
( Mt...mt.:it.. to order  20.00
(ha-elate to seder  25.00
Overcoat. In order  254.00
All the work is 410 right anti made
up-Le-dee% I guartinose the isork.
Salto ii,'.. ,..'d a nil pr1•0•••41.
P1111111e :South 3rd
Pil reel.
144 )1.04t
Establialied Tailor.
Che itorK. iet!ckyity 
4.
TO=NIGHT
vVjll J. Block Amusement Co.
Presents the Big Musical
r ialaTHE 1iifoF  NOD
With a New Cast and Pro- •
duction.
Ursula March as "The Chorus Girl."
Anna McNabb att "Beanie."
Adele Oswald as "Jack of Hearts."
reseed Itching. Bleeding or Protruding
Teen to Anoint Woman Who Refuses
Piles In Ste it der. or mosey rehneted. lioc
POLITIC MAN ATTACKED BY MOD
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
And a singing sad dancing chorus of
Now headed for New York
- -
PAID OINTIORWT is suarsateed to cure soy
George Fox as 'Man in the Moon."
KnTix Wilson as "April Fool."
Neil McNeill as "Welsh Rarebit
Prices: 2A, 35, 50, 75. and SIM
City after a record run
of 27 weeks ia
sixty girls and boys.
Chicago.
Aid. Eights and Is Areeeted.
Pittalnirg, Hee 3,-- Whet* Item
Brand, a McKeesport merchant, at-
temptod to assist Mrs. Mary Bell,
aged 70, from a street car last night.
the woman, misinterpreting his in-
it'utions, struck at him with a bas-
ket, she was carrying. Several men.
chinking Brand was attacking the
%moan, rushed at hlus and knocked
hlui down. A crowd collected. lite
Brand escaped, ran home and quick.'
ly came back, waving a sword in Opr
band and firing a revolver with the
other The police overpowered him
and he was -taken twinee a magis-
trate and fined.
— %victim! Auction! Warren &
Warreis DM Broadway. a:entente/
for esery t. '2:36 and 7:20 p. us.
-sMtweeersessess•
BASKET BALL SUPT. BILLINGTON
TEAM WILL HE ORGANIZED 1\ ELECTED PitaleilDENT OF Fate I
HI(iH SCHOOL. I)ISTItICT ASSOCIATION.
'levied Or Football Championship of
Western kentiscity—aicerro
Made.
Successful !erosion Held at Priuceti.I.
—Wets at Mayfield Next
Year.
The Paducah High School football The senil-anuuni meeting of t'
toast is diazepanx of woe Kentacky. Fine Dherktt Educational wets
haring On sit the games played this eloaed Saturday at Princet on, K
manon. The record made by the ter a very memento] two days' es
Mem is an excellent one, and rem sten McCracken county and the te
eelille ten stow a better schools were Well repaesterted.
Fulket log is the restord for the The election of officers moulted
Matson:
0-400 eohouLl 4; Metrop-
olis, 6.
Nov. school, 17; R. L.
C.'s O.
1Nov. 24—High school, 12; Hee-
Sleeveless, 0.
Nov. 29---Hegh school, 1; R. L.
C 'a, 5.
This afternoon It. athletic ammo-
clatioa will meet and oripintim a bsa-
ketintli team The team witl work
at die Engle hall gsmnagium and MS
lame challenges to (miriade teams.
BOTH FINED
iiiio1'HEItt4.1\-1,AW GET ?Swarm-
Eit IN CtSl'ItT.
Failed to Find One Another Statuning
!Siete—Family Jars Find in
%retests.
John Sullivan and his vete separ-
ated some time ago and it is aillegsd.
liaturduy SutIl ran went to her home
and reheat a diet urbane. Egbert
Moore, her brother, heard of (be trem-
ble and arming hirneelf went after
Sullivan.. lie was arrested before be
(mind him The two were pretsented
In polka court t•his morning and Sul-
-lit-an, woo flood $34 and oosta acid
Moore $25 and costs and ten days in
jet
Nut Bankhead, coioned, who Met
at Patrolman Hurley and Inisead. and
who wee to netirrn shot In the nes-k
by the patroknan, wee held aver for
nod:Minus siooting.
Other repro: Charles hones, ()ea
Milder, adored, permitting etre'', to
run at large, 15 and casts, Harry Ha-
terdoeus, drunk as& ellikaidININ. $11
and <onto; F T leadeay. drunken-
ness. $1 and coma; Lone Perkine, eel-
orvd. disordwity conduce,. continued:
13 Correll; Grace Baty, tramont114y,
oundnued,
FflRIAI ii.iN ON OWE'S DIARY
Wonvemer Library Cint•auna Mark
Twain's Rook.
Worcester. Mass., Dec. 3.— The
court of last resort has decided that
"Eve's Diary." by Mark Twain, Must
shine from ender a bushel In Wor-
cester,
Th:s Is because of the Edenir cos-
tumes worn by Eve In the hook's 50
etchings.
The court of last resort Is 00C1p011-
-ed of Town Clerk Frank 0. Wake-
field, the Rev. George 0. Imams, a
Congregational clergymase and Lew-
is A. MarIntyre, an undertaker, who
make up the Chariton Library Trus-
tees.
They met today and derided firm-
ly and uncompromiaingly that the
book mast not be placed in general
circulation. There tan been a big
demand for the book at the library
since Mrs. HT. Carpenter noticed
how attraetive the eTchines are.
The decision of the trustees WAS
embodied in a few words solemnly
spoken by Clerk Wakefield:
"The book is not in eirenlat ion
and will net be; It will be sent bark."
own shortcomings as he is poleting
:follows;
President. J. S. Dirliiiigton, SUP,
tnlecetent of the McCracken (VIM
p1 (dent, 
,
liehlX)tA.
Vice ident Prof. G. Doff, Ma
field
, Secretary, Prof. H. Weil*. t•.s.•
Ky.
At the meeting a "Teaches
proVenmit League'. ens ors,
with S. J. Bellineton president. 1 ,
next meeting will be held in Nttty(1.-
It November, 11107
DENY A MUTINY ON TIINNI00111,
()tibial Statement Prenousees Sew%
as. nilliPrif Ormandir4
NVImblimplaga, Dee. 3 —Itei•o• is
an al :egad mattor an beer& the Net!
dap Teammate, elite see seed se
convoy to tire Lihnisiaaa, winch sib
onovelled Preoldeat Roosevelt to Pe!
efts sad hack, weep officially demi.
taillay. "So for bran the manna tll
OblatiquI Lagoon being oonducted un-
der Iles pointed rifles of tee martime."
MV' Ste report. "every morien ex-
cept the corporals; of the guard and
sentries on poet. mu in the coMine
tiadmise, aid Um wen of (be Tenni-
▪ wprp 10 anxious to boat the
mew •01,0aallng that they coot:
work dyeing oar of die beavkin ra
stormsteat bise bele eapareernend
that paint. Oa-O., ilteresi drafi quo -
on the ray up the men begged for cs:
t portupitkis to work in the nrereoni
------- --
1 LEOISIATIVE QUIZ FOR
-
Will Impure Into sirnatar's Dealing-
MWill. ‘1 raterse.Pierre (Sinapsay.
Austin, Tex., Dec. 3.— The
ponemen•t of the state's ouster suit
against.hbe stVabere-Pierce Oil com-
pany until %larch irtkI not present the
seidence sittkth Attorney General Dav
bless ban in renard to Senator Dai-
ley's connection with that company
from bet before that
time. is stated that rhe whobe met-
ier wile be inveettgated by Hie legis-
lature, white meets tit January. A
caucus of the anti-Eleitey legatlatore
wilt be Meld the letter part of Sas
month to agree upon the candidate In
oppoaltion to Delley. Governor-elect
(•ampisell and Cane Johanna are moo-
?Ironed as possible candidates.
Schurz Left Notate of 12416.146.
New York, Dec. _ The PIPPIMP of
Owl Schurz ties been appraised at
5116.140, ell In personal property.
He oved $ i4),0410 worth of Bt. Lone,
and San Prancer° Railway rompirifY:
$10,000 of Atchincin, Topeka Banta
Pe bonds; 8211,4100 worth of General
Dierurie boadw 140 Waren of Penn-
sylvania Steel company, worth $10,-
400 when he died; 240 Mares of (hie
Hankers* Loan and Investment sam-
pany, worth $10.1e4s; 200 shares of
M4rwaultere IDert Mr Railway and Ligkt
conmany, with 122,000; 1.350
shares of the Amadeu) Press Amu-
ciatioa, worth 170,000, wed a mak
deposit. of $61.004 with the Home
Trust eampeny Mr. Molex's kfe was
insured for $1.0.0100.
—.tertian! Auction ! warren &
Warren, won Broadway. Souvenirs
for everyosse. 2:30 and 7:30 p. ni.
No man is as successful lindIng his
out the fallings of his neighbor.WATER AS LENS IGNITS14 HOUSE,
.1artion! Auction! Warren &
Rays IVirren, SW Broadway. Souvenirs
for everyone. 2:30 and 7:30 p.
Aquarium Coneerstrates Ben's
and lace Curtain* Blase.
Tampico, ill, Dec. 3.—Water
P. Railete hones an fire (May. A
lore*, spherical *mintiest sat in a
south window and through It (be R1111
shone The globe of wetter gated as
--Auction! Auction! Warren &a lens and She coneentetted fere fell
upon some Mee curtains cebaluk Sf1101- Warren. 40'd limad"ay' 8°111"1"
dewed for several hours sad then for eWrin3S/e• 21:30 and 7:30 P. fn•
bursae In Meese, wiSch Ignite& the
wallet and other woodwork, imakine a
fire that was extinguished with diffi-
ritlly. Thin Ss the second aro et this
kind that title globe has caused, and
• ' • ' "to dose rowel flow
One of the surest ways of learning
what a man left undone in this
world Is to read his epitaph.
"Stand Arm" is a good motto, but
the man who does nothing else nev-
er gets very far
ADUCAH EVENIrrur
Underwear
To Wear  
The underwear stock which we have assembled for
your ehoiee represents the whole range of underwear
values—some of them rather high priced, but none of
them cheap, from the standpoint of quality, for they
are fine enough for the most fastidious. Many of the
brands which we handle have achieved fame because
of the fine fabrics and eareful workmanship put into
them; you have probably worn some of theme makes
yourself and will want to give yourself another com-
fortable winter.
Cooper's Spring Needle Underwear, suit 12 00
Wright's health Underwear, suit fa 00
Norfold and New Brunswick, suit_  if. $3, 54
blousing Union Suits, Mit..  $1 to $3
Wiliam BTUS, mercerized and pure silk underwear,
suit OS $3 $4
Other good values, at per gartuettit_ 
 PENNYROYAL MIS
They overcome lir c •
usaiss.ons, leoraess vu
nese breerniarity
  or and beasiab "tale
of Ind trustion." They are- "LIFE SAVERS
MOMS aiding development of organ., and y Pi,
known remedy for women el mils them. Cannot do Lane- lit
become/ a pleasure- _11.00 PER BOX BY MAIL, Soil
by drug-guts. DK MUTT'S C4111811 • , ()hi,
SOLD ALYRY & LIST AND G. C (3. HOLM PADUCAH. EY.
L. 
NEWS NOTES FROM SUNDAY PAPERS
Questions at issue between the New
York Central and Median River Rail-
road company end its Steam and eler
Weal bwrienothe issiosessii have been
'adjusted. The mee will receive a
subetuotial increase in pay
nu. 'birthday of Queen Alexandra,
who was born Uri Ca 14, was ceiehrated
at Sandringham by an unusually
Serge gathering of the royal family.
Greetings from all parts of the world
were meet red.
Two workmen were killed and an-
other fatally injiired when a steal
imsoketitaek, in proems of erection at
Saginaw, Mich., tett after the Nigh
witie-trad broken a guy rove
The Moderate leaders in Cuba have
decided to meet In eonfrerenee with
Gov. Magoon In Havana and to refuse
to resign In cate they are re:quieted
to. do SO.
Four members of the Mexican Jun-
ta former:7 engaged in the publ
tion of "Regegierseloe" have been in-
dieted by the St. Louis grand jury
on the charge of criminal libel.
The state ef teeire in the Republic
of Salvador, which was peoelahnedi at
the time of the discovery of the pilot
against the goreornment. September
11, ended.
Revoltiekmary manifestoea attrib-
uted to the "Young Turk Movement"
are being °trent:aced elandeettmely in
Conatant Motile and the Turkish prov-
inces.
The operator who is charged with
being responalble for the vereek on
the Southern in which . President
Speneer was killed has been located.
Fred Stewart, who it is charged,
fatally wnsinded Jame* Higgins et
banded in Barboterville
It Is thought that John Sharp
liana' campaign in Mississippi to
feat Gov. Verdirmaii for the •
States senate will be socoseaf
-The Chicago, Milwaukee a St_ Poe.
raiteed he. flied articles at Madison
inereaming the cotnuanYe capi-
tal stock $ 1503.00(1,04n.
At turtle)* Genet I Miller, of I ndi
a na , has prepared a suit charging the
Big Foto with diverting cars of other
re to its own use.
Oontractor Licival has arrived in
at. Pagsraburg to realty before the
lansailipatlas samieltbee in The Rus-
sian grain scandal.
Mark Her. widely km" t
tbroughOut die country se a mil Mrs
director and comtesser, died in Phila-
delphia.
'The strike en the Sonora railroad
branch of the emithern Pacific has
been declared off, and trains are now
moving, ,
Three women WICYP sesiber it Wiled ou
tight or Weened to death in a wreck on
the InatIalfsi endbitiad net Vergennes.,
Vt.
—Auction! Auction! Warren &
Warren.- 403 Broadway. souvenirs
for everyone. 2:30 and 7.:1141 p. na.
The fellow that doesn't care par-
titularly whether he it happy or no,
generally is.
Oak Dale Hotel
Brook port,
hiss $1 a Des. herathisg OK•
In. J. Ladies, Proprietress
.0, Ism beta captirred mad 
ays Item Fa=lb*
native Brotnoca
MINIII111110 €7.A word to the wise guy is wasted. DINO @Odd Is O,. Day, 2 Day, • •
AMBULANCE FOR SICK 01.2. INJUI2EID
Open Day and Night.
N• a' Phone 3.34. Old Phone 699
213 SOUTH THIRD STREET
CHEAP
LOW PRICED
SMALL HOMES
• s
Near city, fertile, high, dry land, in best neighborhood;
Have just platted into lots of about five acres each the 240 acre
(Williams) tract, joining the Pines lauds on west. Bounded
next to clty by Perkins Creek and Pines lands between,
Buckner Lane Road and Hinkleville Gravel Road. Has 413s
feet frontage on Buckner Lane Road, said road just
graveled in front of this land. Has 157 feet front on
Hinkleville Gravel Road, and plat gives 40 feet cross roads
through the tract, so that each and every lot fronts either on
these gravel roads or these newly opened roads. Most of the
ots front at each end on these roads. No nicer land in Mc-
Cracken county. The 20 acres front on Hinkleville road has
nice grove of forest trees on It and lays so as to make ideal
residence sites.
Price on, the HInkleville road front is $100.00 per acre, of
which $10 acre cash and
meats running five years.
terms. While these prices
desirability of lots and
and are plat and list men
balance in monthly or quarterly pay-
All other lots $65 acre on same
are uniform, there is difference. in
first customers get 'choice. Come
who have taken dozen lots before I
could get the parcels staked off. For home or investment lots
you lose opportunity if you fail to take this. On one lot is new
5-room house which is tiered at Wit additional to cost of
land at $65 acre.
W. M. JANES
Trueheart Building
Old Phone 997-r
YOUR FIRST THOUGHT
When dwellieg on the Plumbing or Heating clues:Ian 1.17
Who's the best to seep Ask your neighbor. Oftener than not
he will refer you to
E. D. HANNAN
133 anuth Fourth
Baths Phones, 201
328 Kentucky Ave.
Plumbing, Healing, Gas Fitting
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
123424 N. Fourth St. Phones 7157
CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at
Olauber's Stable..
We are ready for all kinds of hauling.
TELEPHONE 499
()UV' NANCE & SON I
Undertakers and Embalmers
13111 Wary -ate
ne SUBSCRIBE FOR THE SUN. TEN CENTS A WEEK enowilwilemenellielowert 
,..=11•••
HUMMEL BROS., INSURANCE--Phone279
00. -
:tear e••••*••••....--'.'...• • eeown e •.• • e um. --en.
A. '
•
•
*C'
• e
•
5.
NIONDA V, DEl'ENIf.TER 3.
NO NEW SPELLING
FOR COMMITTEE
Will Cling To The Old Way In
Spite of President.
lifter ting Lampe Attendance at Meet-
ing of 'them and Harbors
l'ongress.
CIA IL W.Lit ENGIN E Ed; SICK.
Washington, Dec. 3.--President
Roosevelt is back front his trip to
the isthmus and Porto Rico, jubilant
over the work being done on the ca-
nal. He returned in time.however, to
receive a Jolt on the "simplified
spelliug" funns bone, which came in
the shape of a decision of the house
committee on appropriation& The
committee, which has been in ses-
sion before the formal opening of
congress, is:determined that the
Carnegie-Matthews- Roosevelt style
of orthography will not be approved
bs congress, if it can be helped. As
the committee on appropriations
is in a peculiarly happy position to
have its recommendations carriel
out, it is likely that the president's
attack on the existing dictionaries
will prove altogether harmless, AO
far as the govern/Rent is concerned.
The committee, in addition to 41a1c-
ing its disapprottal of the reform, 11
very likely to offer a resolution in
the shape of an order to the public
printer to disregard tne presidential
order on spelling, so far as congret-
sional reports are concerned. This is
the most important revolt yet, and
endonbtedly there Is woe in the
camp et the simple spellers. It will
be remembered that the navy le-
partnient balked erre and the su-
preme court followed its lead by re-
fusing to have the changed style us-
ed In the reprinting of briefs.
Rivers and Harbors.
Preparations are well under way
for the convention of the national
rivers and harbors congress, which
meets here on Thursday and Frida3
of next week. J. F. Ellison, secreta-
ry of the executive committee of the
congress. has arrived from Clutha-
natl, and is busily engaged in =Ig-
lu ready /or the 1.100
who will be in attendance. A gratify-
ing feet In the acceptances pouring
in on Secretary Ellison in respons!.
Gullett's
SPECIAL.
$1.00 Shirts
50c
We have placed on sale an ex-
cellent line of Men's Shirts
which were especially made for
us and of materials that usually
go-into 91 00 shirts. They were
made from the Short ends of
mill Wee*, which accounts for
the extremely low price we are
selling Wein for. They come
in a large variety of patterns of
dark and light madras with
separate or attached cliffs and
made over splendid fitting
models. The price is
50c
SEE WINDOWS.
U. G. Gullett & Co.
411.4rvt.P.:14.,
•
A WAILN1tG
To the People of Paulue-etle.
- • -
-sudden changes in the werathei
cannot help but reeult in coughs
colds, bronchial troubles, the grippe
and other wick !tomes. This e ea tit er
is aLso had for old peuvIe end thew
who are rundown or have a tendency
to any weak-Dew or disease."
BsA Ar. W. II. McPherson. our lo-
cal druggist: "It seems to me that
every tn.an, woman and *had' in Pa-
ducah. especiwely tho aged and rut-
down, ebouid, be warned through tile
eolumne of your paper to build thetn-
steives up and take limper precautions
to ward off aleckuwe wt this season,
and there would be very touch lees
suffering and fewer desalts in Parte-
sett ."
When asked *bat was contrive-red
the most univeroalltY sueoses(111 medi-
cine they had ever sold, for that pur-
pose, without, hemitation Mr McPbor-
bon 'answered, "Oar .mocilern cod liver
Preparation, %lime. You know it is
not a patent medicine. and it does not
onetain any usielee• nil to dog the
system and upset the stomach, I 4 f
it does contain eve-ry one of the n -
1einal, curative and body-build! g
eltsmonts of cod ever oil actually tek-
tite from heath code' Meets. with ontk
Iron added.'
VInol cures coughe, bronchitis.
strengthens the aged, butide rip the
weak unit run down, and makes rich.
eel Woo& If it Nan we return your
money W. II. IllePhenion, Druggist.
NOTE.- -While we Ler soh, ageing
for Vinesi in Padurash. It Is now for
eats at the leaders* drug Mr* fu near-
ly every town and city in the country
Look for the Vireol spency in your
town.
to the invItation Of the congress to
communities to attend the conven-
tion. is the number of favorable re-,
plies from districts and cities distant
ft-em river or daep-sea ports In-
dianapolis is a raise In point. Mayor
Bookwalter of that city. ',Obi big
delegattha Is coming teettiond the
session. Indianapolis is a railroad
city. eessehtially. but it realises that
the development of water transpor-
tation is certain to have the effect of
reducing rail freight rates over
wide areas. For Instance. Mayor
Bookwalter knows that if the Ohio
river is developed as a channel of
commerce- It will force the railroads
at Indianapolis to reduce rates on
commodities. although the riv-
er does not come into immediate
competition with the Indianapolis
traffic. If the railroads did not re-
duce their rates. the indetetries af-
fected would move out of their terri-
tory, deserting Indianapolis for Cin-
cinnati or some manufacturing
point on the river and thus the
transportation companies and the
capital of Indiana would be losers.
This fact has been a difficult matter
to drive home to communities not
situated on the Inland rivers, but
now it evidently has been accepted.
The great strength of the movement
for an annual appropriation of $50,-
,o,000 for the Improvement of the
country's rivers and harbors will be
borne In on the federal lawmakers
when tbey convene Monday.
Civil War Engineer.
William McKinley althcogh no
relative of the late yresident, is in
the Providence boapilral here. and
Civil war veterans all over the coun-
try Will mourn a: the news. McKin-
les, although not an enlisted man.
wart one of the most truste,I engi-
neers on the military trains of the
Union forces during the Civil war. It
has often been said of him that ha
o as "shot up", so often and maimed
so meaty railway accidents, the re-
it of train wrecking during the
,ntlIct, that he resembled a human
-•ve when the war ended. Mciein-
.•'s first work for the government
1.11se was when he was summoned
drive the locomotive that drew the
lift on which Abraham Lincoln
aveled flora Philadelphia to Wash-
gton to be inaugurated. For -years
McKinley was on the payroll oe the
isostoffiee dopartment as a laborer
$720 a year. but a. short time
_ he was retired because of disa-
ity. The worry over his dismissal
oravated the suffering he expert-
„ •ed because of the old war wounds
.4 he finally had ,to be taken to a
,spital. His case Is a sad proof of
He Ingratitude of republics. He Is
'bout a pensiote, although con-
rep at one time considered the
titer. Nothing ever was done, and
'le old man who did an mneh for
the nation In its days of travail. Is
practically without funds, should he
recover.
One Day Late.
Ernest tied been to a children's
Iparty and eaten all that he couldpossibly put beneath his little blouse.
.1, It nearly broke his heart to think
be could not do greater 'justice to
the feast of good things before him.
A bright Idea came to him. Early
next morning he went around to the
• epe of the festivities, and on br-
ing asked by Mrs. Johnson what he
would 11.14...re.,Syllt:Iit, jjke ii.B_ an
its ' T couldn't eat yeaterday,
'`*'•"--llarP4's Weekly .
THE PADUCAH EVENING' SUN.
WHOLESALE STAMP
IS BEING MISUSED
Orders Issued By Yerkem To
Revenue Collectors
Its-% Hitt Original Stamp, Reducing
Spirit-. and Meting ice New
Stamp.
vExr OE RECENT CIRCULAR
Louisville, Dec. 3.--An interpre-
tation of circular No. 652, referring
to the use of wholesale liquor deal-
ers' stamps, received yesterday by J•
A. Craft, internal revenue collector
for this district. from John W. Yer-
kegs, commissioner, is considered of
the greatest importance to all per-
sons engaged in the wholesale and
retail liquor business. According to
the interpietation, It no longer will
be lawful for a duly qualified recti-
fier. wholesale and retail liquor deal-
er to take a package of rectified
spirits. jute filled on his premises,
Immediately cut the alio from the
stamp for rectified spirits thereto at-
tached, and make application for a
Wholesale liquor dealers' stamp -to
cover the saute package with the
proof slightiv reduced. the difference
or surplus quantity resulting from
the redn,•::on having resulting from
the reduction having been disposed
of to himf.. for retail.
The interpretatton made by Com-
missioner Yerkes was the result of
Inquiry relative to circular No. BB!.
made be Herman F. Cellares, col-
:actor tor the First district, of Ciro
cianatl. 0.
Circular No. 652, which was els-
ceetTY scat 0111.10. all Collectors Of
Internal revenue and other Internal
revenue officers. follows!
"The abnormal increase In the
use of wnolesale liquor dealers'
stamps has caused this office to
make careful inquiry as to the cause
of such increase, with the result
that it Is tound that stamps of this
class, which were Intended for use
on packages filled on the-premises of
wholesale liquor dealers, are in ma-
ny indtances being used, apparently,
for no other purpose than to substi-
tute such stamps for other stamps
affixed to origlnil packages of dis-
tillers. rectifiers and wholesale liquor
ateliers.
"Collectors will, therefore, on and
after January 1, 1907, dec:Ine to
tissue a wholesale liquor dealers'
stamp for use no any package not
filled on the premises of a wholesale
liquor dealer, or for use on any un-
broken paikage bearing the marks.
stamps and brands required by law.”
Afraid of the Pattie.
Uncle Eph had long boasted that
he had never needed the serviees of
a doctor, hut now he was ill and his
neighbor felt that the time had coma
when a physician should be cal:ed.
"Come, now. Uncle Eph." said she.
"we will call whomever you wish —
you know there's a good allopath
and a good homeopath and there's a
new doctnr, an osteopath. Now,
who'll you have"
"Wel," drawled Uncle Eph, "I dun-
no as it, matters—they do say that
all paths load to the grave."
RHEUMATISM
!lour or it,, lc Palos, evrolles Jelets
4.t BED
Tlige04111111 THE igl,oteD
lit liotisak• Blood Rahn 4.11" B, 13.)
•
It H EINIATTC FOLKS!
.tre Vou Sure Your Kidneys Are
Well?
Mazy rhestonalk• attacks are, d
urk acid in the blood. But the
of the kidneys te to retnuve
acid front the blood.. Its preeet.,
there shows Oise kidneys ate instep.
ihen't daily With "urk aeil (lois. •.
You might go on -till doonuoisa.,
them. buf -until you care the L.
you weft never get well. Doen's
ney Pitt; /sot only remove MAI: mid,
but cure the kidneys and then all dan-
ger from uric weld in ended. Here is
Paducah testimony to prove it.
Mrs. E. 13. Barnard. residing at
16os Broadway, Padte-ah. says: "31,
husband had to give up the Croce!'
bileinsoo on account of so it , •
nese tni the famtlY, end 1 le •
the hest six yeani 1 trave hardi
• weit day until I got Dotirea
nits at Morey & List's drug store
heard of them and knew of the •
eating others right here in Pad
eo I Mode up my mind Its try On I
My SOO and I each used a box ale! •
goon found they wore just thee ,
edy we need-edr for we were Me -
trou hied with kidnes. •
lameness lett my beets entirely
dee rheumatism write which 1
been afflicted seas ninth -
We eau both highly atidorese ikian
at. a kidney reared)" ..'
great Merit."
For sage by all dealers, Pr*,
(-ants. leo...ter-MOO irit co liii fru ie.
New York, sole agents for the limited
Stales.
.Renitun her the nutite--Duan'is--
and bike no other.
BALVOillit MPS EDUCATION BALL
Darer Premier to Appeal to p,010,.
Ahraisiet Lards' .timendsrenne.
1.on4on. Dec. 3.-- The eN •
oiler, A. 1. Balfour, made a loll.-
gninentattve speech on the edue.,1
Lion hill at a luncheon given -at. th.
Junior Constitutional club this A'
ternoon. He. dared Premier Cane,
bell-Bannerman to appeal • to tip'
country against the house of lords'
amendments of that measure, is
suggested in the premier's letter
read yesterday at the special meet-
ing of the general cooentitee Of the
national federation. Mr. Balfour It
dicated that the unionist peers In-
tended to stick to the main amend-
Olents and said that If the govern-
meta dared to
Opinion he
It for the country's
no doubt that the
ilithLatera woe wJtespe_ask Outburst
of indignation against the sectarian
and unfair measure Introduced by
the president of the board Of educa-
tion, Mr. Birrell, which would sur-
prise its authors.
Those Who Would Be Strong.
Everybody seeks health nowadays,
although all are not successful in
finding it At the same time, the
amount of (Ore wfliett Most of us
take Milk surely have some effect
on the longevity of the race, and cer-
tainly the average age does seem to
'
be increasing.
The following rules issued by the
New York Board of Health for the
guidance of consumptives might
as nearly as
There Is hope for the most hopeless
ease of Rheumatism If Hie sufferer will
Qaly take Botanic Mood Balm B. B. B.
it invigorates the blood, making it
pure sad rich, and destroying the ac-
tive pWeion in the' blood, which causes
the awful symptoms ot Rheumatism.
Looking tbraegeowsee-Hone pains. sci-
atica or shooting pains up and down
the lag; aching bark or shoulder
blades. 4LT/rotten joints or swollen mus-
cles; difficulty In moving' around so
you have to use erutches, blood thin
or skin pale; skin itches and burns:
shifting palm; bad breath; sciatica.
lumbago, out, et,. liotaole Mood
Helm (H. B. H.) will remove every
symptom, giving quiCk relief from the
first dose. and R. B. B. sends a rich
tingling flood of warm, rich, pure blood
direct to the paralysed nerve's, bones
and joiets, giving warmth and strength
Just lifters it is needed, and in this
way tusking a perfect, lasting cure of
Ptheuebatlion In all lta forms. H. B. R.
has made thouaande of cures after
medicines or, dortm-ve have fulled to
help or eure.
Weak. Iworallwe Kldseers-.0ne of the
unlinks of litrieuntatiem Is atte to iritte-
lice' kidneys and hi:older. B B. B.
strengthen" weak kidnees and bledder,
dridalog off :ill diseased matter sad all
ark acid. so the urine flows freely and
natter:01r.
Swami* ilikard Balm IR. B. Hi
ol I see wore to take. Therotilliby
teoted Mr 30 remw coeworwiesd of Beale
Itothele Ingredient., ••••••,(1• ••, Weak
smonpri.. • wire. Ii. IN Pelee. $1
per large boob.. w• strait store* or by
retiree:we ereereld. sample reve by. weft-
re.:-Itlitiel* B* -Seall
In re•ou•sh:K).. h It, W. Walker A ca.. J. Hilikireet, Laos ibros.. They IS Link
all or write either store,
very well be followed
possibly by all of us:,
• Never sleep or stay in a doge
room.
W'hen indoors remain In the sun-
niest and best ventilated room --
one. if possihic, which hat. no car
pet.
Have at least One window open in
your bedroom.
• PAGE TURKE.
WAITING
it
For you to give us a call;
it will give you new ideas
to see our holiday line, be-
cause it contains every-
thing to make people
happy, whether they are
old or young.
Charming (lifts
Plenty of Them
Waiting for your inspection, to look through aa assortment is a pastime—to price
--tbe goods is a pleasure—to possess them is a privilege. It is a stock to please
the many and save the money of all who come. You'll buy from us simply be-
cause you can't duplicate' the goods or prices.
J. L. Wanner, Jetvele.
311 Broadteary
Staffing for Xmas Turkey.
Orate into a large mixing howl a
small loaf-of entire wheat bread,see-
coning rather highly with salt, pep-
per. celery salt and ground mace;
then add a pint of mail stewing
oysters that have been careful:y
drained, and half it pint of small
button mushrooms: meanwhile heat
In a saucepan a laige cupful of the
oyster liquor, stirTIng in Just as it
Is about to boll a teaspoonful of
butter, two tablespoonfuls of cr,I.,1
and a teaspoonful of cornstarch
has been moistened in a little co
water: be sure that it boils. Wit"
cold. gradually blend with the oth,
ingredients, beating -well with
wooden spoon. Stuff the turkey
least 24 hours in advance.— Tilel
Christmas Housekeeper.
doeSIRISEREEMISIEMEMIMIME"
ILLINOIS CENTRAL M. IL EXCUR-
SION BULLETIN.
Chicago 141.--Interoational LI ,
atock ExpositiOn. Dates of sale
29, 30, Dec. 1, 2, 3 and 4, 1908. H -
trim limit Dec. In, 19416. Round tr
rate 912.95.
Mexico City, Mex.-- An'
Public Health Association: Its.
*ale Nov. 22 to 28, 1906, in
Return limit 60 days from die ,
Sale. Stop-overs going and retu
int' at points as, are authorised
Wittier tetiolat ticket". Round tl
rata $52,.
1/11r itgrtlier particulars apply TA
3. t. DOkilihrtaX. aseat, Paducab
R. K. PRATHER, T. A.. Union Dee
POL'
Rudy, Phillips &Co.
219-223 BROADWAY
Splendid Lines of Mono_gram and Fancy 
Stationery and Calling Cards for Christmas
A New Department
WE have just opened a new department, which you mast see, as you won'tIliad what we have ht•re anywhere else in Paducah, that is in the eom-
pt e neer of its showings.
The Christmas boxes of fancy stationery are in fancy boxet6Inne in
mistletoe and other pretty designs. The paper is the finest boud, the envelopes
the very latest style, and the are also put up in beautiful style. L'eices from
50e to $1.75.
Then wt. will Menial' put two oiures of paper and ow:elopes, anti die in one
or two letters for any monogram, the heat white linen paper, for only $1 (10,
Five quires of the same for only $2.2.-,
100 Script Calling Cards $1.50.
100 Shaded Old English Calling Cards LIMO,
We also have a big variety of Christmas Souvenir l'ostals, Christmas tireet-
ing Cards, ifoliday Labels for your bundles andehristnuts lklapkins and other
novelties. You should see this department to appreciate what we have.
Correct Boots
For Women
We have built them for a pur-
pose—that purpose is to giVe the
women of Paducah an adsoltitely
good shoe at a reasonable price;
give them every new feature_
every new shape — every new
leather that is produced, in the
highest grade Women's Shoop Jogs& today, and at the saint' time give them a shoe tbat as anis,
Intel). good in quality. We have pinched our protiits to produ'Oe then), but we are satisfied with
rho pro hietiou. They will sell themselves at
*3.00,0.50 and $4.00
Every Style That's New and Right.
- 
LENDLER de LYDON l'elephortes
-71Prgir Store Thai Sells Shoos.**
PAUS FOILT1R. 73i1T.1
THE PADUC,AH EVENING SUN. MONDAY, DISCEMBER B.
thc rabucab %tin.
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
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teroltrentArge
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svalleterrION RATIOS.
Venters* at the poatoffIrir at Paducah.
Ky, as second class matter 
THe DAILY 'VW
Re career, p.-r week I .10prr moth, in advance  .40
per year, in advance4.19
Tien
Sr year. by tit
_Aeeress T MI
If SUN
it Paid...81.00
ucah.
Since, 115 SeettellitieL Phones 18t
Payne & Young, Chicago and New
Work reprementatives. _
TUE SUN can be found at the follow-
le places:
R. D. Clements & Co.
Van Culla Oros.
Palmer House.
John Wilhelm's.
It°410" 
MONDAY, DEFF:MBER 3.,
'ATM\ 4T.%TE4INT.
Nos ember-190e.
3993 16 1926
2  44169 17 3939
3 3936 19 3802
5 4606 en 3876
ii 3924 21 3864
7  3933 22 3872
s,  39r0 23 3881
4009 24 3897
10 3947 20 3339
12 3ee8 21 3886
13. 4023 se 29 3893
14 3e75 28  39111
IS 3943 30 3900
TOTAI.  1412,9R8
Average for November, 19,06 ..::957
Average for November, 10.05 ..3719
Increase  238
Pereorielly appeared before me,
this, Dee 1. 1906, E J. Paxton, gen-
eral manager of The Sun, who *f-
ent& that _the' above statement of
the these/item of The Sun for the
month of Nov 1906, is true to the
beet of his knowledge and'
-PKTER PURVEAR, Note-ry
My ennyelealon expires January
22, lees.
Thought.
i Is a general who has
eonmsered more 'battles then all the
armed warriors of earth."
WE NEED A COLLEGE
Confident of her position as the
metroptels of west Kentucky and
the 1..adt.r of iseennd clam reties, if
she but keeps up the pace of the last
live year,. Paducah should not per-
mit her attention to be exclusively
engrossed in the accuntulation of
wealth and the development of ma-
terial resonrcoa, to the degradation
of her social condition. With pros-
verity should come Increased re-
finement and nem- peefeet culture.
„ These elements Sr.' more surely at-
tained and of more lasting qttalite
- when cultivated In a scholastic at-
mosphere redersh needs an inset-to
tlen of higher learning.. The effect of
one eild be felt in the public
eche,' clear down In the primary
iiiepar!mcnt. The life of the commu-
nity would he revolutionized In a
decade In a city which poeseteee a
virile college. the institution
serves as an invigorator of the corn-
Mon schools. The pupils have some-
thing to work up to. Their educe-
_ tenet] horizon is not hounded by the
"Three Ws", and they in tern he
, fuse the community with their schol-
arly ideas. A college would bring to
Paducah the best front -surrounding
cities to enter our got lel :ire, and to
Wend their developing years in Pa-
ducah. This would beconte the eocia4
and intellectual. as well as the corn-
Inertial renter of western Kentucky
and emtthern Illinois. That rbe in-
stitution for either sex, would -pros-
per, there can - tw no dotter. There
are enough loss and girls In Padu-
-eerh, to support it. It coats from H.-
009 to reeenn0 th educate a child.
Thee. Sr. seines of young men and
women who spend four years away
from Paducah acquiring an educa-
tion, which %Ye should afford them at
home. Paducah has good public
schools and excellent private fictionist,
which may In time grow into Rome-
thing. the excellencies of which will
be heard of outside the city, if prop-
erly ere-mirage& This city offers un-
equalled opportunities for a seat of
higher elevation. There is no promi-
nent institution in western Kentuc-
ky, Wee Tennessee or southern Illi-
nois. This is the largest city, the rail-
road and river cen,er and the fastest
developIng community. and Paducah
needs fetch a school.
0  -
LET THE LAW PREVAIL
We are glad to hear a disclaimer
of responsibeity for the outrage at
Princeton, so promptly announced by
the American Soeiety of Equity.
That ens body of eureencedly reputa-
ble farmers would conspire to cam-
unit such a wanton deed against a
rival, however bitter their hatred. Is
almost unthinkable. The whole ef-
fete' Is a blot on the good' name of
Kentnelty, and no coat about.] be
spared in mulatto AdLitti the perpe-
tratort Not content with taking un-
lawful possession of the city, terror-
ising citizens, destroying property
and putting, as well -ss was lis their
power, the whole city at the mercy
of the flames they started, the ruf-
fians fired into the postoMce an
thus gave the federal government an
opportunity to take a band in the
Investigation. Preset:tepee may thus
have shaped some frenzied Ingres-
went In the crowd to effect its ends
of retribution.
Capital le timid, they my. end no
one roue, blame misled for being
tined about entering a ete,te_In whkih
compeaition es carried to tbe extent
of tiseriogilag the property of com pet l-
eer**. Wittig owner of property will
feet secure against the make of tits
enemy If this dastardly outrage is
perinkted to go iliefettlealllett? Wheth-
er ca net the assisibeew of a tobacco
ptatuterie IllineleleatiOn are ineeleated
in the seek makes DO difference, the
fact remains that Ve() °edam§ took
possession of tte city of Petneeton in
the night and ftsr tbu time being an-
archy was supreme. If one set of
men, for what they eoneicier a seri-
ous grievanc'e dare to comme erline
mid suspend the lave, wilco is to ben-
der any otter Het of meu doing the
same thing, when their grievance in
their own eetimetton warrants the
deed?
It will not do for people on ac-
count of sempethy for the muse to
Alexi the perpetratorw. because the
example of tbia act of Issellesanees
going unpunithed will encourage
°ther's. to tmitate it, and the very
men, who think they may went by
Princeton's stiallee. may be the vic-
tims of the next crime.
Governor Beckham Is pursuing the
light polivy and be should tiring the
-Illeht riders" to justice if it tickers
ever). cent in the state treaeury.
Tbat More may he a deficit at the
one of the yew in the city budget, no
one uow slecubeie but mew Mat delete
will be is a question so otbe clan an-
swer, as the Thieenther co:Melbas ere
stilt to some In, and they here
amounted sio tar to $9,600. Any
broad, unamplified nentement that a
defkit will exist, conveys to the mind
of the camel reader the impression
that lie general council tom either
miemmaged tw squandered the city's
fund's, end vet there Ia not one. who.
even in the hest of a municipal cam-
paign, dared (mention the ability and
bonesty of its members. No can can
sit down and compute the expenses
of a oily for the ensuing twelve
morels. All that is expected of a
general council fa to approximate the
ordinary expenses and provide the
money therefore. Them goners* council
Old that and reduced the tax rate
from It sir, to II 1i3, lied there been
no unusual expellees., the city would
have (erne nut whole at the end' of
ter year Of this defied, which is
catenated at eve than $211.0011, the
met of installing new machinery km
the runnicipai ilotheng plant MU ac-
count for eminethIng over $11,04141.
There existed a deficit in the hospital
fund before any of the present MOM-
been were elected, amid Judgments
and coses, for which no allowance
mut made, accouters for some $6,otou
metre of the deflcit. Taken as a
whole this council hue made a won-
der-flit, record for economy.
' 
The Sun was among the pioneers
In the movement to compel the
evacuation of Kentucky avenue by
the habitues of the red light, and
The Sun entered on this crusade
well .knowing that the resnit must be
a protest from cif :semi of other sec-
tions Of the city against the location
of the red light anywhere else, and
the ultimate eradication of the evil
presence from the city. The F•1111 has
done all it could to faster the agita-
tion aminst the location of the red
light an other streets, and we he-
Hove the citizens Of the north side
have teem the eight plan in pre-
paring to pressecute landlordic for
renting houses to the women. This
plan pursued all over the city will
keep out the evil as far as it is a
menace to the community life.
_
Nothing Is 'better tempered than
the American prose fie to ft# nen
grievances, and- this la never bettor
dieeleyed 'Olin in raw. of acricienta,
whith interfere with thie publiort-
tion. A noteworthy ox-ample es the
"Baby Messenger," a little ,yellow
colored glee/ of four pages and
scarcely larger than a handbill,
which the Mayfield Meemingeir hex
been publishiug during the coal fani-
'tile. It Is a, newsy little' sheet. con-
taining only local news, sod it Is
printed evidently on a hand Kees
That Is enterprise for you. A mere
matter of fuel and mechanical- DOIVel
wiR not gots the free preset. Otte
would have to cut off the lege and
arms of everylewly connected with the
entablishment.
general staff, and Andrew .Carnegie
looks after the payroll," writes Hu-
go Munsterberg, Harvard's eminent
psyehologist, in the November
Clare's.
In one of the most brilliant and
timely articles that has appeared on
the subject, Professor Munsterberg
throws down the gauntlet to this for-
midable array, and as a foreigner, a
poychologist, and an educator he ar-
raigns the whole Simplified Spelling
movement.
His satirical protest on behalf of
the foreigner— whom the Simplified
Spelling is especially designed to
benefit—is amusing and to the point.
"Let us take an illustration refer-
ring to a large proportion of the
three hundred word destined for
mutilation," he suggests. "For the
school boy, who begins with the con-
jugatkin. nothing Is easier than to
learn that the ending 'ed indicates
the participle. Nothing, perhaps,gives
to the eye of the foreign reader such
a feeling of safety. That *now gone;
the poor boy will have simply to
learn by heart the 62 new verbs
whose participle goes In future with-
out this ied'efication. I hear whole
classes reciting sadly, 'Exceptions
from the rule of "ed" are addrest,
afflict. blest, blusht, west, (tape
claw. clip' comprest, conjest, and
so forth.' And if the grammar cop-
ies its information from the Circular
of the Spelling Board itself, those
poor children will read the list of
exceptions in a paragraph which it-
self contains the participles spelled,
mentioned handicapped, ignored,
and others which seem to them of
the sanie order."
Professor Munsterberg %unix up
clearly and preesely the pesehologi-
cal objection to "simplifying" our
spelling. "Just as well might we
proem* to close one eye in reading,"
he declares. "for the reason that the
nervous processes In the second open
and in the corresponding half of
the brain are a shameful waste of
heurcut-activite Simpfichy and
uniformity are the only real waste,
because they demand from us an
amount of attention which is ruin-
ous in its cumulation; thee perhaps
reduce the expense for printer's
ink; but they increase neurasthenia
among the millions of newspaper
readers."
Professor Munsterberg utterly
condemns the board's argument
that our present spelling Is the rea-
son for the backwardness of Ameri-
can school children. "The spirit ot
this statement," he writes. "con-,
tains a grave but subtle danger for
our whole American school work. If
this fairy-tale becomes dogma. thee
every forward movement of serious
educational progress is side-tracked
again for a long while."
Professor Munsterberge article is
a challenge to the leaders of Spell-
ing Reform. Coming from a source
of unquestionable authority, and
striking with force at the very roots
of the movement, It will give a new
turn to the discussion of this much-
debated question.
FORT NCHENRY.
The people of Baltimore are very
moth exeroleed over the neglect into
which Fort McHenry, around which
duster so many patriotic memories
of the early day, of the republic, ties
been allowed to degenerate. It has
teased to be maintained as a military
station occupied by regulee troop.,
and great Incleimation is expretwed at
a report that the war depart meat is
about to liertnit it to be toed as a
cattle pen. This has called forth an
indignant protest...from the prep, and
people of Baltimore. It is argued
that jurisdiction over the spot having
been ceded to the government, it is a
question whether there Is any au-
thority to use the property for any
other purism° than for military por-
poises - en addition to this It is eon
tended that from it's strategic posi-
tion it sheltie) he maintained as an
army poet anti as an Inner detente, to
'Baltimore. 4 is a beautiful spot,
aurrounded on three sides by water
and commanding the harbor of Bal-
timore from the southward, it would
seem quite as reasonable to dispense
with the forts which protected the in-
ner harbor of New York or with Fent
Warren, which defends that of Bate
tore
But, apart from the military point
of view, there is a sentiment attach-
ing to the place whice would sem
sufficient in erevent it from being
abentioned as a ,rollitary post, much
less desecrating. it by using It Its pro-
potted. The mere enggestion by See-
retarY of the Navy Bonanarte a year
ago to destroy the hull of the old fri-
gate Constitution by taking It out
upon the. Teen and sinking It by the
discharge of heavily +hotted guns,
brought down upon his heed such in-
dignant protests that the ilea was at
once abandottedl And yet such dire
position of It was proposed as •
mark of honor instead of deeseeratioa
am that suggested for Fort McHenry.
Ae the Baltimore Ruin feelingly says:
"To use this spot made sacred in our
blistery for a cattle pen would be sure
desecration ae to use Mount Vernon
for a a/laughter-boom, or Plymonth
tient scholars carry the colors, erni- Rock for a botepled for diseased poul-
inont anthers beat the drum, great trY. It the United States cannot put
dictionary- Takers Wont,: tO _IV  11)(1  Negline,12, Vale ereper leiLdle,
PROFESSOR MUNSTERBERG
CHALLENGES.
"The Simplified Spelling Boars.
has every reason to spell Success!:
with a capital. President 'Roosevelt
marches in front of the army, brie
cent use, then it ithotild be ceded to
the city of Baltimore for a mirk, so
that it will be of public utility and
its historic features can be premiers-
ed."
This is a kind offer to ream° a spot
so. full of patriotic. asisocietione from
derecestion and soul dire entitled to
consideration if the bond of attach-
ment was Purely locul and limited to
Baltimore or Maryland. But it is
national, and from all sections of the
UPion will come strong insistence
that It shalt be preeerved as a na-
tional inouutnent to one of the moist
boeutiful and patriotic incidents in
our history. It was the -bombard-
ment of Fort McHenry la the British
fleet in August, 11114, that inspired
Francis Scott Key, who witnemeed it,
to write the national anthem "The
Bier Spangled Banner." It could
hardly be hoped that the American
flag, which could plainly be seen
when night came on, would be found
still afloat ID the morning. But when
the morning broke it %Vita Still flying.
.and on the spin- of the moment Key
wrote the poem whet made him im-
mortal - el'eurier-Sournal.
HITCHCOCK.
Every president hes the right to
arrange hits cabinet to satisfy his
-taste. A few presidents, in all our
history, have subordinated titter per-
sonal liking end, anti wit y. George
Washington, for the country's good,
used the service., of hie enemy.
Thomas Jefferson Abraham lAncoin
called to the war department a man
who bad spoken of bim openly with
contempt. He kept In the treasury
an incumbent who plotted to supplant
hos chief. He had as his secretary
of state a leader in a faction of the
party which bad opposed his norninto
lion. Such magnanthitY is rare, and,
when it is combined with indight into
men, is most valuable so celeiteenten.
Wileam McKinley had this attribute,
Ile saw deep into men, and he select-
ed them, not from his private liking.
but for their suitability to the needs
at hand. Hay is dead. The osiint.ry
demanded his retentlou while be
lived Root and Taft are working In
barmone with the successor of their
eirief. Hitchcock is worthy to stand
with the other three in service to the
country. No selectioo of McKinley's
showed profounder Weight. Without
blare of trumpets. is quietly that big
permoality is eotnparatively unknown,
but relentlessly, without rancor or
personal favor, this official has Meld-
ed solidly toward the newer justice
by which rith and peer, enemy and
.friend, senator and.oleaure workman,
are to have an equal hearing before
the dread tribunal of the right—,
From Col:lees for November 24.
1906.
THE FARMER'
The man who wrestles with the
cow and learns the calves to suck,
who casts the corn before the swine,
Is now in the greatest luck. for but-
ter's on the upper grade, veal's high-
er than a kite, pork is- climbing up
the scale and beef is out of eight.
eggs, he gathers every day from his
poland chicken coop are almost
worth their weight in gold and we
are in the soup. His corn brings
him a fancy price. It's rising every
day and he rakes in all kind of mon-
ey for half a load of hay. The farmer
Is In the saddle and when he comes
to town the rest of us by right thoull
go way back and sit down --Spring-
field, Tenn., Herald.
Special
Raincoat
Values at $15
We received today a ship-
ment of Raincoats purchased
from one of the leading
makers of the country—the
left-overs from the season—
which we took at a great re-
duction in price, and we are
going to give you the benefit
of the purchase.
The coatis come in tans and
dark gray mixttilee, in the 54
inch length, form fitting,
venitian lined, and are hand-
somely tailored in all details.
There are only a, few of the
coats in the lot and they are
great values. We have priced
them at
$15
• aimealiAlsoi
1
NO JURISDICTION
TO ACT IN MATTER
Injunction Must Go To Dis-
trict Court
Judge Lightfoot Will ('all special
Seseioll of Fiera' Court le
Short Time.
QUARTERLY leiCKET CALLED
Oodi Red, trustee in bankruetcy of
the etotate of the E. Rehkopf aad-
diery company. petitioned the referee
for an injunction, restmlning the Mr-
Crackewectunty circuit court from en-
tering any more orderevor Judgments
in came again* the bankrupt wall
after adendengion in the federal court
E. W. Bagby, the referee said he has
no jurisdiction and the matter will
have to be derided in the district
court.
Special Searcion Fiscal Court,
County Judge R. T. Ligbtfoot an
nounced today that he would call a
special term of fiscal court on De-
cember 18 for a settlement with the
sheriff. Tb poor house will also be
discussed and arrangements made for
completing the furnishings. (Ithe -
bustnese of a routine nature will be
taken up.
Civil Actione.
Little business was done In court
today. The petit jney will not be
empanelled before tomorrow and at
11 o'clock this morning's omission was
closed.
A motion to set aside the jnylg-
ment was flied in the ~se of the Bee-
line', Hardware company. of Louie-
seek against the E. Rehkopf Sad-
dlery company
The cases of the A yer-eord Tie elm
Nth), itgaling W. Z. Weldon and
Ohnees Robertson against the Soutb-
ern Situirthic cornonee, were contin-
ued
The mow of the Paden& Banking
company against the John Rebkopf
Buggy company, was (Dismissed with-
out Prided**
In the mimeo( the National Bank
of Commence, St. Louis, against the
E. 'Rehkopf Saddlery company, a
eidgment for $757 was entered.
On motion of Attorney D. A. Croft,
Mime He** Rom was wworn lees
examiner She to Yiidke Cross dem-
ographer at the city hall.
Sella Filed,
A P. *ad Arnie Hill filed an ex
parts' petition suit In circuit court to-
day to adopt James Sands, 10 years
old, and to have his name changed
to Hill.
W Bryant riled suit against his
wife Isabella Bryant for divorce.
They married December 32, 1878
and separated in September, 1901.
Five years separation is given as
grounds.
W. B. Flournoy filed a friendly
suit against I. E. Flournoy and oth-
ers for the division of 200 acres of
ground in the county.
Quarterly Court.
County Judge R. T. leghttoot this;
morning...called his quarterly court
docket and seeeell cages forward be-
ginning Tuesday'. Dece
FrPer Wee Detainer.
Magistrate C. W. Emery this
morning tried the forcible detainer
case of Joe Reeder against May Tur-
ley for the possession of a house in
Mechanicsburg. He is reserving his
decision.
Court Notes,
Mrs, M. J. Phillips- waived right
to qualify as administrate' of
George Phillips' Wale, and moved
that Robeit B. Phillips be appointed
administrator.
Deed. Filed,
M. Bloom and others to R. I..
Reeves, property in the county, $1,-
440
M. Bloom. et al, to R. L. Reeves
et at, property in the rountyi $1.-
440.
J. M. McCandless to Taylor
Mocquot, property in the west cad,
$1 and other considerations.
John E. Potter to May W. Mc-
Guire, property on Trimble street,
8835.
Willie Kathleen Carr to May Mc-
Guire.property on Trimble street, 4-
and other considerations.
Marriage License.
B C. Nance, 32. city. to Nina
Humphries, city. 22.
Marshall Yates, 42 years old, to
Nancy Whitehead, 45, both of Tun-
nee Hill, Ill. They were married by
Magistrate C. W. Emery.
New Club House Opened.
The Thatikagistng hell glean by
the Jolly Shatioreck club of Wieliten-
feehurg sea quite a sueeeereni affair
 • The new held wale 61114000rd with a
graceful epee% be Wes Luta A. Lam-
beth. of Member, Tenn who is the
guest of•Wise M. V, Coen, of rime
eats istreeL A large nu miser of
VOICE OF PEOPLE
The Fight Against the Bawdy House*
. —A Statement.
In the publicity of the fight just
waged against some of the bawdy
houses of the city, so much has been
said about chow who began the
movement and helped to carry it on,
that the public ebould bear the facts
from some of the workers.
Let us review the history of the
situation. Forty years ago, when
Paducah was a village. certain
houses of ill-fame exerted on the
river front. OD South Second street.
They became a public nuisance ad
were ordered to move. Thirty-nine
years ago them houses moved to
what is. now known as West Court
street. At that tent, the location was
practically out of town, in a little
pocket of a street ending in a hollow,
and with practically no near neigh-
bors. But thirty-nine years have
passed since then, and Paducah. now
grown from a village to a city, has
kill to face a new Milstein. What
wits then 'nearly out of wan, a re-
tired spot, remote, hidden away, sep-
arated from the life of the town, hats
been so surrounded by the city as to
become very nearly the center of
town During the lag few years
CIUDIOPOUS thicken have taken place to
magnify the publicity of the objec-
tionable neighborhood. An elegant
city High school building has been
erected nearby; the public library is
Just acrees the street; care are now
running on Ninth street. and the old
tobacco warehouse's which acted as
a sort of screen have burned down.
West Court street it,. become possi-
bly the most ctonopienous spot In the
city of Paducah.
Certainly the time has arrived to
clean up. But the argument has
been raised that the neighborhood
has been "regulated," kept se quiet
and unobtrusive as poesIble, porches
latticed In, the Meilen forbidden to
solicit patronage, or even to appear
in public in Offensive dress or man-
ner. We have no way of knowing
what ordere have been given for this
"regulating." but we do know that
such orders, if given, have been open-
(v disregarded. !fere are • few farts,
not theories, but facts, well known,
and capable of being substantiated,
every one:
latticed porches, in thetmeivess an
open gen of the ohareeter of the
house.ohave not prevented *mates
from ',Mine in doorway.; and walk-
ing the 'greets In full ;law of e4>'
Otis. panning on Broadway or Ninth
street., going, for Instance, to the
High school or the public Mbrary.
We do irsow that women have openly
solicited patrooage In public Mallner,
and that, too, from men riding on a
Ninth street car, or standing on
Broadway. We do know that an in-
decent exhibition has been Indulged
in by at least three women, on the
public pavement, on a beautiful, Sun.
day afternoon, when the neighboring
public streets were lilted with men,
women and children. We do know
that when a certain public parade was
Ilaflang tip Broadway, fully a dome
women, in very objectionable attire,
in itself enough to advertise their
calling, congregated at the corner of
BrdadwaY and Ninth, when the Rigt
rchool had just been dismissed, and
the girls and boys corning from
school vrere forced to crowd their way
througb or pees ermine this group ot
WOZISSII. so attired.
These are but temple facts. Cer
minty it was time to call a halt
Tbe issue has been mimed that this
movement originated with a few per
sons who happened to be near neigh'
hors to the objectionable charge:Mrs
This is perfectly true, and for the
wan* reason that a sick man sends thi
the physletan, and a man being ago
insulted calls for the tmlke. The
leaders of this movement have .de
mended only the redeems _and proter
Don which every law of elulty and .01
eommon decency grants them But
when it Is asserted or impfled that
this tit merely an effort to drive the
IlUiSSNWPO from one neirhborhood antI
fold it on another neighborhood, lb(
assertion or imptioatkin Is absolu tee
and neequIvocaRY Mee. We den'
the fact that any such lawlese neigh
borbood, or ane part of it, need' be al
lowed to exert anywhere in Paducah
We glory In the foresight and courage.
of ebe citizens of She Fire and Serve(
wards In the stand they have takeki
and trust ell law-abiding citizens wit
loin foram with them. If necessary
let every ward in the city organize
Such action may not delve immoral
ity from the city, hut It wili at leas'
demand and accomplish that it to
no longer ailowed to plant itself open.
ly in our very midst, and that/it thai
not be Made attractive by gorgeousty
appointed' dance balls nor that
intoxicating liquors be openly sole
in defiance of the laws of the state o'
Kentucky end the city of Paducah.
The fight has, just begun, the end t:
by no means In Pipit Constant vire
*lance will be necessary for month.
to come. But She city Ii. amuse4 a'
never before, and *hosed en attempt
be made to evade the order of de
'meets-
a
•
•
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hood or preempt a new neighbor-
hood, tel us be ceady with' the Peostr.
and vigorously use it when most
needed Let every ward in the ch."
join in the fight.
DAVID 0. WRIGHT.
ALLOWS WIFE TO WORK IN BOG.
Husbend, Living in Luxury, Surprises
Her With Divorce Suit,
Sitiwouiree, Wis., Dec. 3.—Whiles
her tuaband, was travelling about the
country enjoying a handsotee salary.
Mire. Fiore B. klustichine wed working
in a cranberry bog earning money to
return to Milwaukee aod her home
Rendered ill by herd work, she says
she had just been released from a hoo-
ped- when she wan served with notice
of a suit for divorce brought by her
irueleuxl, who charged her with cruel
and Inhuman treatment. Borromue
the money she liurtreed to Mlimukee.
She erte that the loft him to vita
her mother in Meseachugetta at his
suggestion, F. Lee Hutcbine, the
bustrand, wbo has a salary of $2,500,
will 'have to appear before Judge
Terrent Saturday and show muse wily
he ihertild not pay alimony and attor-
ney's fees, and be engrained from
disposing of the household fu'rn'iture.
45.000 FOR A CHINESE VASK.
Mrs. Potter Palmer Bays as Ancient
Piece of Royal Palace Ls*
Los Angeles, Cal., Dec 3 - Mrs.
Potter Palmer, before her departure
for the Grand Canon and Chicago.
paid $5,000 for an antique porcelain
vase from the royal palace at Pekin,
believed to be more than 1,000
years old. The vase is known as
Black Hawthorbe. It is about two
feet high and of a design known to
coenceseurs as the Wei Tai. It is ex-
tremely plain, being entirely black
and with hardly any decoration. Its
value rests on its antiqutty and on
the facts that It was one of the art
treasures of the royal palace )hence
it is supposed to have been taken In
the days orthe Boxer uprising.
WOMAN WRIOCKS BANK; TO CL
Sire LIngefelter, of Newark. Ohio, Is
Sentenced to Three Years.
Coalvorton. 0,, Dee. 3.— Judge
csarpbell today sentenced hers. Mary
J, Lingefelter to the iwneerrtiarry for
three years for forgery. Mee. Lingo-
fetter was charged with wrecking the
Newer* Bank Judge Campbell OW,
minded tihe motenee for fifteen days,
that appeal, might be made to the
cheetit cone. Mrs. Lingefelter neet
ervereatimily denied her lelfft. She
MIS taken In (harms by Sheriff
Browning, but wilt be released bemor_
row tinder a $2.000 bend
l'OMMITS MY'RDER AND RITICIDE.
Ohio Nian Minors news Former
Wife's Husband, and Kills Self.
Zanesville, 0., Dir, 3.—Benjamin
Scott, aped 48, was shot and killed
In the little village of elliddiebourne
by James (I. Nice* aged filb, who
ties committed sleek% by taking cer-
tifier arid. Nieces also era) three
*vote at Mrs. Stott, but die escaped
them all. Two mouths ago Mrs. Scott
was granted a divorce from Nicola
on a charge of cruelty, and within
three weeks eire was netrtheli to Scott.
Hotel Arrivals.
Palmer: G L. Trani, St. 1.01/is, R.
R. Smith, Butte, Mont ; M. Moonto,
Louisville; F. T. De Shong, Burton-
vine, Ark.; C. J. Singleton, Mattoon,
G. M. Green, Nashville; H. B.
Bohn, St. Paul, Minn.; F. M. Fry.
Philadelphia; R L Bishop, Leafy;
ville: E. J. Kohn 'ChIcage:'''ll.
3chear, Cincinnati: C. G. Winston.
Richmond, Va.; W. G. Derrington,
7armville, Va.: Wm. MontroPe, St.
LOUIS; W. M. Mason. Hazel.
Belvedere: J. B. Pool, Omaha; C.
durphy Evansville Ind.; W. P.
Eloyier, St. Louis; L. Samuels, St,
fermis; E. 8. Curtis. Atlanta; G. W.
leery, Louisville.
Subscribe tor me SR
YOU DON'TsH•VE TO WAli
/twiny dew 'sakes you feel better. Laadres
ones veer whole Insides right. Sold es the
loser-back plea ev•rywbere Pittway. tat%
Relief for Itheumatimi.
These damp days are hard on geo-
de afflicted with rheumatism, and
*lief is sought in all sorts of reme-
lt's.
There is no doubt in the minds of
steeple who have suffered with the
:read disease and those who have
,tudied It deftly that probably moth
*lief can be Secured from the Osten.
dthic treatment than any other.
Of course, some chronic cases
won't yield to any treatment, but in-
stances of eases of *even and eight
*ears' standing yielding to three
nontes' treatments can be cited. If
you are suffering of rheumatism, I
should like to discus, your case with
+me examine you and tell you what
can do for you, With the dry hot
hr treatment that I use erlth ogee
Putt? I anf baying very gratifYIng
success with people yoti know well.
Or, G. B. Prosy., 61e Broadway. 
4
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FINE DRESS WAIST SALE
Tomorrow Morning Will Bring
Forth New Waist Talk.
Note Listen Closely
This is what we've done : All our Crepe de
Chine, Messaline, Lace and other Evening
Waists, that sold for $10.00, $9.00, $8.50, $7.50
and 16.50, have been put together in one case
and will be sold, your choice, for
$5.00-
This lot of waists comprise some of our prettest,
and why we do this is the lots are broken in
sizes and we want to do in the waist stock as we
are in the Suit and Cloak Department. The
low priee sale is on and everything in our store
is a great big juicy bargain.
317
Broadway
&ft/40 317
Broadway
Exclusive Ready-to-Wear.
LIIPC.LL
--For Dr. Pendiey ring 416.
-Dr. Gilbert, Osteopath, 4Ce 1-2
Broadway. Phone 196.
-- Mary A. Harrison. or Feeturia,
Oleo. bee written to Mier of Polk,
James Otrilles, asking bin' conterning
her son, James Mimeos, sometime
gueng under tbe name of Were. Pb
chid was unlit,* to locate the man.
-Dr. J. V. Voris, dentist • Sae
Fraternity building.
The negro arrested in Lounedite
thought to be Will Wien, an escaped
prisoner from the MeCrucken oounty
erit, pmved to be auother mac. De-
teeteee Will [Laker had gone after
ben.
-A single or two-letter mono-
gram and two quires of the beat
grade of linen paper for $1 is just
one of the many splendid offerings
In this line at The Sun office.
-Me. A. J. Dauer, the pottel7
man, is rontemelating entering the
pipe and mower !lid-retry is addition
to Is regular pottery bugloss. He
wilt operate Ms feetory at the "Dog-
wood Mee' cm North Sixth street. He
ie at preseet negottatleg with capi-
ta/Ms and wet invest about 860,000.
-The most complete fine of
fancy stationery for Christmas to be
found In the city Is at The Sun office
at prices from 40c op.
leeenee Inspector George
Letrnhard has been dineened by the
finance committee of the gemmed coun
ce to emu-re wirnyanes allatederil Per-
sists not paying a city Dowse. and is
preparing to do so this week,
-It Is now time to leant fall
bulbs for spring blooming. W• have
all kinds. C. L. Bronson & Co., 529
Broadway.
-Insurance Comneesioner C. C.
Rom le preparing his annual reprint.
and thenks It will show an thereat*
Our
Pure Gum
Seamless
Hot Water Bottles
and
Fountain Syringes
Are guaranteed to stand the
test of time. They are, soft
and pliable and strong and
have no seams to come un-
glued Quality and durability
considered, our rubber goods
are the cheapest in town. We
have the biggest line.
R. W. WALKER CO.
cmtiocms•ra
f eel biology. OA Paw in
of $24),V041 Ia collections of pram u nee
tar tee year. Ties is derkbeo the es-
teem* in rates because of the Sao
Francisco *meter
-The Sun office IS prepared to
furnish the very latest things In en-
graved or printed calling cards and
Invitations of auy sort, and is mak-
ing special prices now.
-City sutnerlbers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
teeters or make their requests di-
rect to The Sun office. No attention
will be paid to such orders when
Oren to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
-Omer visiting cards for your
friends for Christmas now, so as to
be sure you will get them. Over 50
style; prices from 61.50 up, at The
Sun office.
-City Solicitor James Campbell
and Attorney Hes S. Corbett are today
engaged in drawing a beet to be sub-
mitted In tbe cage of tbe Meet Ten-
nessee TeRephione company against
the city, a suit brought to restrain
the city from interfering with the
company's use of the street*.
Holiday designs in Christmas pa-
per napkins for lec a dozen at The
Sun office. Suitable to wrap your
Christmas gifts in.
$1.50 books for 50c. the most un-
equaled offer ever made. the Rose of
Old St. Lone, Darrell of the Blessed
Isle, The Man of the Hour. Dorothy
South Her Mountain Lover. Cape
God Folks, all go at this price, while
they last at R. D. Clements k Co.
Holiday designs in Christmas pa-
per napkins for 10c a dozen at The
Sun office. Suitable to wrap your
Christmas gilts he
-Five hundred score cards for
sale at The San office--twenty-ftve
cents each.
--Clive service examinationa are
ordered as foefolve; Civil engineer,
PhiMppine werviee. January It, 4;
teacher, Phikippine service, Deeem-
ber 27-28; computer, coast and geo-
detic survey. January 9-14; assistant
Perld Nene serve*. December 27-25;
surveyor. Philippine +terve*, Decem-
ber 27-26; rest-tease for eblef intent
engineer, custodian verve*. Decem-
ber 12; atedyet, geologies! mrvey,
January 9-14e; agehitant In animal
husbandry. Wraith of animal
try, department of agriculture, De-
cember 12; =easing attendant, Jan-
uary 4; topoemptre and cartographic
draftsman. Jemmy 9-1et.
-See the Christmas boxes of
fancy stationery at The Sun office,
priced 40c up.
-New shipment high-grade shoes,
Stacy-Ada. Stetson. Walkover and
Edwin Clapp at same prices. Ike Co-
hen's, 106 S. Second St.
-Score cards for the game Five
Hundred for sale at The Sun office
at 35e.
-The ;board of education will meet
Tuesday Mehl with Priatilaik yyj
tine blialarma to trenamt. There le
one vacancy to fill. a primary room in
lbs lecKhdey beading. There are
several uppebrants Ike the posetion.
-Large line unredeemed pledges
-Diamonds, high-grade watches,
genuine Parker Bros. & Smith shot-
guns, pistols, etc., at hell 'price. Ike
Cohen, 106 S. Second street,.
--Toasty the traction oornipanj be-
gan rasping oars on Broadway be-
tweet* Feurtsb and Fifth etreets on
the youth traok. The opetreetora are
ready to begin laying brick and wilt
start the work at once.
At the First Baptist church Rev.
Calvin Thompson delivered forcible
sermons yesterday to good emigre-
gations. The theme at night was
"The Judgment" and was a vivid
portrayal of that time.
-When you order a rig from us
you are talking to one of the pro-
prietors or capable ...erks (not a
driver or hostler) who writes, flies
and fills the order at appointed
time. Palmer Transfer Co.
The Rev. G. W. Banks. of the
Trimble Street Methodist church.
preached two strong sermons yes-
terday. "Christianity as an Aggres-
sive Force'' was his morning topic.
At night he spoke on "The Kingdom
of God as a Treasure."
-0. J Mowbray. a member of the
Fanta.ia tempany, which played here
Saturday. reported the loss of one
black coat and a plaid overcoat from
the Craig hotel. The pollee were un-
able to secure the missing garments.
RUSH WORK
NINETEENTH STREET LINE SOON
TO BE CONIPLETED.
May Make Loop to Onnneet With
Depot Line-Officials Has e
Coresidered it.
The extension of the Broadway
culvert over Bradshaw creek is all
that will delay tbe running of cars
on Nineteenth street from Broadway
to the old Mayfield road Foreman
Puffer, of the Columbia Construction
comeany, has been rushing work end
has laid rails as far as Guthrie even-
flue. having but a short distance to
go.
It be understood that the traction
company is contemplating making a
loop from Nineteenth street and
Broadway to Tennessee street. com-
ing dewn Tennessee and making
ronneetios• at Eleventh street.
When the new Nineteenth street
track is laid, there will be but few
squares between the end of the line
and Eleventh street, where the depot
line ears turn.
MIZNER IN THREAT. TO
Wee Former 3Irs. Yerkert Its Penni-
lege and Promise. fleamtites.
New Yore, Dec. 3 - "While 1
have heard only reports to the ef-
fect that I Is my wife's intention to
Institute divorce proceedings. I have
no hesitancy In saying the real-story
of my marriage to Mrs. Charles T.
Yorke' never has been told and when
the facts are told they will prove of
a startling character, different in ev-
ery way from the general opinion
now held by the public "
Wilson Mizrer made this state-
ment today and then declared in em-
phatic terms that co•relos was em-
ployed to keep his wife from coming
to him.
Mr. Mizner teed a erten() reesentey
teat when the finenriel ensues invole-
ed are mede psiblic It sell be seen
that Mrs. Mixer iffleetirltheeas. He
made the doeheration without a glow
of anger and expreseed the utmost
sympathy with hi. wife, contending a
forceful conversatian with the expres-
sion; "When they have stripped her
of her pose...atone they wet band her
back to toe"
ANGERED RI' CARNEGIE.
London. Dec. 3.- Exception is ta-
ken In some of -the afternoon papers
here to the statements made be An-
drew Carnegie at the banqnet of the
St. Andrew's Society -in New York
last night regarding the decline of
recruiting In Scotland. The Pall Mall
Gazette heads its comment "An Alien
Insult." and says that even if true.
"It is the worst of manners ;n an
alien, who elects to make frequent
use of British hospitality. to make it
the subject of public rejoicing." Sir
Mortimer Durand's "vigorous re-
buke" of Mr. Carnegie on the game
occasion is applauded by the press.
Mrs. John Mille.
Mrs. John 38 years red, for-
merly of Paducah. died laist Mott at
Oriverk at Round Knob. Ill.. of ems-
terroptiosi after a two years/ illness.
She moved from Paducah a few years
ago when nye taken 11. She leaves
bostmod end two eons. Etd and (he
bart HllNe. Mee Aaron Hurley Is her
sleter-h-lair The body will be berried
at Round Knob tomorrow afternoon
at 2.10 o'clock. The eons and Mrs.
Hurley wirl go down traligte to et-
tend the funeral.
Principal Parse Slept On.
rflneted E. 0. Payne, of the Padst-
cab high school, is a mend fArkepe•r
and an ithistration of hes weeping
wee given at Prime. ton SittlindaY
morning. He was aXiksp when the
loud reports horn dynamite tiered to
wrecking tobacco hems awakened
People era
Isiossen4
Ikeigittful Party.
Miss leurebell Prince entertained
a nomber of her friende Thuredlty
evening at the home of tier parenite
ihr. and Mire J. A. Prince. on Jack-
son street. The house sac decorated
In mistletoe and ebrysantheniu ins and
dainty refreshment.) were served.
The guests were: Messes Ethel
Arnie, Wilke German. tlere 'Rhoden.
Beanie Lou Watts, ffiuh Acree, M:nnie
Roark, Dorothy Ober he u te .1 It lia
Adams, Nell Bryan, Su ee °Leyte ii seu
Lucile Doggett, Cara Forresit, Mabel
lepperhaimer, Ote Deseret , N I ay me
Duke, Mae Soopar, Weer Malone,
!Annie Dorreett, Louisa Weil-Leif, Mary
Emma Holds. Lela V. &vises Bessi
Nieritlauf, Alva Mae Prince, Fulton.
Ky.; Veroie St. John, Latest Ober-
hausen, Ethel Seopee. Mae Young.
Irene Somme*, BOMA* Prince, Meagre
Wiebur Na veH n, Paul lea me*. Rupert
t`raig, Pet Eleker, OJe Witirents,
Elmer Engliert, Wane Bennett. feud
Ford. Aileron Watts, Ben Were.
Timoleen Forrter, Tom Clark. Robert
Malone, Lloyd Dossett, %teeter
Joe Tucker. Opt( Seik, E. I..
Btrolee, Edgar Whttis. Seldon Dixon,
Hugh Mruseynakker, Terre Mgeme
Cheid Epperhemer. Roe ifeagen,
Frank Grey, Marvin Set terfied,
Sehot e, Charley Me r P hee Oben/of
Rwleertigon, Nelson Bose, Mr. Hen-
sou and Mr. amid Mfrs. W. R. Duke.
To Study in Fearope.
Mies Lottte Greenup and Miee Em-
ily Demi:Ate toiled for Europe hurt
Timothy. If he Oreenup will, muds
In Prague. and Mies Dembees will
riebt in liceland and England.-
Louisville Heeled.
lides Greenup is pier:tante retrieve-
bered Paducah where she lived for
some time several years alto. Her tbe
tided talent arra violinist eel be per-
fected by her study airrue.d.
Surprise Party.
Mr. Joe Bergdoll was pleasantly
surprised last evening at his home
on Madison street by a number of
his friends. The occasion was his
18th birthday and a delightful eye-
ing was spent Delicious refresh -
31aments were served. About
guests were present.
---
Skating Party.
There will be a skating party to-
night at the rink on West eroadway
near Tenth street..
Dr and Mes. C. G. Warner have re
turned weer a trip through Texas.
Mies Virginia Newell spent Sun-
day In Paris, Tenn., visitine her es-
ter, Mrs. Richard Dunlap.
Mies Eleanor Trezerant, who has
been ill for several weeks at the Riv-
erside homes!, Is improving.
Little Mies Irene lehnard, of 801
Kentucky avenue who iti ill from ty-
phoid fever, is convalescing
Mr. J. K. West. agent for the Illi-
nois Central at Brookport III., Is in
the city today- .
, Mr. John Holmes went to Brook-
port today to see after tke laying of
waste mains there.
Mrs. 1. E. Baker is ill at her
home. 2012 West Jefferson street.
Miss Blanche Mooney returnee
Sunday from a visit to Mat Odd
Mr, Leslie B. Samuels. of Bards-
town arrived Sunday to Join his wife.
who irs seeking her parents. Mr. and
Mee Richard G. Terrell, on Ken-
tucky avenue. Mr and Mrs. Samuels
expel to retern home bode!".
!Attie Ming Frances Sugg. daugh-
ter of Prof. W. H Stagg, who has
been ill from mehrial fever, is some
better.
Mr. Dick 'McGregor, of Marlon,
is in the city on Muteness. '
Mrs. Victor Jerome Adanve of
CoiMerviele..116.. wto has been relit-
her daughter. Mee Oherles Brown
has returned home 
ManagerA. L. Joyner, of We Cum-
hereind Telephone company. went to
Damien* this morning on inertness.
Mr. R. C. Derrick, of Losservilie.
was vbeting Isier hrotter. Vet Eillerkrk
in Pativeali yesterday.
Col. Henry E. Thompson this morn
!rig assumed the duties of editor of
the NiewaDemornit. succeeding Mr
Robert Willem, resigned Mr Wil-
son is sioneidering an oner i the
ewe.
Ceti Mike Griffin returned to Mur-
ray this morning after spending Sun-
day with hie famie
Mr. A. J. Knowles, of the Aitken
Foundry and Machine company, went
to Little Cypress this morning on
bunked's.
Mt- B. Wheeler, a foremen on the
Illinois Central, ham returned from
the Lease
Miss Elizabeth Dunn, Mr. and
Mrs. C. H. Webb, Jr.. and F. G. La
Rue came down from Smitblend to-
day to attend the theater tonight.
Mr.' D. J. Mullaney, city ticket
agent of the Nashville Chattanooga
and St. Louis Railway company, is
in Cineihnstf, on Wiliest
Mr. R. H. Delp. of Roceington, is
even aile1t4 Gla sok 
of roi Bed Tele e oprieter ofthe Perhicab their.
5.
New Richnioud hotel, and is atigh-
ts respected citizen of the routes'.
EPIW'OPAL NIINISTER
- - --
Parishioners Said to Have Objected
to Convivial Habits.
New Haven, Open.. Dec 3.-Rev.
Dr. William Sturtevant Hefter, of Ox-
ford, was today deposed from the
Episcopal ministry for immoral con-
truce The offkolal notice of his deg-
radatien appeared today In the
(leurotunan. All the crergenlee hi-
terested refused today to discuss the
ispeolfle act 'received. One of the
deacons of lere Oxford church sale
that Rev. Dr. Rafter was seen fre-
quently at the ?teat tavern and Ids
love for con% I v hi it y wee objec t ed to
by his pared:rioter, He is now in
New York City, whore. It le said, he
has had a pastorate for several
wont ha
REVERSES GOVERNOR'S PARDON
Muriel Jude, Denies Executive Au-
thority in Paternity ('ase.
Lincoln, Neb., Dec. 3.- Governor
Mickey's executive order directing
the release of William. Campion,
held in the Seward county jail on a
paternity charge, has been set aside
by Judge Good of the district court
there. Judge Good holds that the
governor possesses no power to par-
don Campion. because the proceed-
ings in paternity cases are civil in
character, while the governor's jur-
isdiction ottends only to criminal
matters. Campion has also been con-
victed on a char.. of child desertion
INDIANA MINISTER IS BEATEN.
Saloon War Is Blamed and Clergyman
Has Two Fors ArresSed.
N. IV Rjhniond, lud.. Dec 3. -let -
ter feeling over attesueta to drive
-blind tigers" out of this community
culminated late lest night in an age
melt neon Rae. H. C. -Ittlalf. Pallor
of the Methodist ch ralh in whe h he
sae knocked down and steerelY
beaten.
Refuge Writ to Sneers.
The supreme roue tottay deel-Ined
to release offieets of the Western
Federation of Miners. under themes
of implieation In the murder of ex-
Governor Steunesiberg. of litho. in
the custody of the Idaho authorttlee.
The accUaled had applied for a writ
of habeas corpus The guilt of the
amused was not considered by the
court.
C. K. and L. of A. Notice.
_The Catholic Knights and ladle
woe meet In amend session tonight
to elect officers, at the ball on "North
Fourth street and everyom is urged
to teemed Mrs. Maggie Meereery
Secretary.
TODAY'S MARKETS
Wheel-
May ..
July  77
Open Cleo
77% 77%
77%
Oen-
May  43% 43%
July  44 44%
Oats--
Me, 31% 31.
Pork-
ies)  14.84 15.05
Oottoa-
Jan  10.19 10.ele
Mar  10.37 10.25
May  10,51 10.41
Stocks-%
L. & N.  1 . 47 "4 1.46%
U. P.  1. 87 tif 1.88%
Hda.  1.47% 1.45%
Se P.  1.81% 1.83%
Mo. P.  95 945%
Penna,  1.38% 1.3)%
Cop.  1.13% 1. 14 %
Amer.  1.-52 1.34%
Lead.  76
C. F. I.  35% 55%
U. S. P   1 .415 1 415
U.S.  43 45%
local Markets.
Dressed Chickens-20c to 40c.
Ergs-30c doz.
Butter--25c lb.
Sweet Potstow-eer bu. 50o.
Country Hams-17c lb.
Irish Potatoes-Per bu. 60e.
Green Sausage-10c lb
Sausage-10c lb.
Country Lard-12c lb.
Celery-$1.(10 4osen
Turnips-$1.50 bu
Parsnips-41.00 bu.
Green Tomatoes-5-0c baaket.
Turnips-Three for 10c.
Lettuce-10c.
Spinach--50c bu
Peas-10c qt.
Rabbits-15c each.
PIDUCAH GRAIN MARKET.
Wheat-67c bn.
C,ort -110c
New Corn-40c be.
Hay-From jobbers to retail deal
errs-Strict grades. Choice TIM,
$18; No. 1 Tim.. $17.50, No. 2 Ten.,
$17. Fancy northern clover. -$111.
Prom country wagoas at blie atla1-
44y medlittive to very ,4110.11. 9 ti -top
VW tan for valour, mixture.
PAGE nve. 
ool Cabinets
A'ffN
K111 R
We have a kw NUN141117.? Tool Cabinet:, which contain
a practical selection of tool- -all of RUN RIM'S ouality.
When you have KIM RIMER Tool Cabinet there is a
place for everything and will not only have a complete
set of the best tools on eat tit, but they will be so conveni-
ently arranged that it will be easy to keep them clean and
in first class condition.
A very nice Christmas
present.
.....••••••••••
KEEN KUTTER GOODS
Are alwio, acceptable Xmas presents. Hart is the exclusive
sales agent for them. Hart opens this week a fine line of good,
useful, desirable gifts at small prices.
6E0. 0. ['ART & SONS CO.
WANTED-Good boy to do house
work. Apply at The Sun office.
-CLEANING and pressing neatly
done. Jas. Duffle old Phone 956•
_A GOOD home for a- diddle aged
lady at IL:08 Jackson.
FOR RENT-One 5 and one $
room house. Old phone 127.
WANTED -Sales ladies. Apply at
P. x. Kirby &
-97COR RP/NT-3-room e-ottage. Ap-
iflY et 1326 Trimble /street
FOR RENT -N ice front room turn-
ishod or taafuraished. 313 North
Ninth, old phone 73e.
ONE nicely furnished room TOT.
rent. Beth and all modern conven-
isacies. 918 Broadway.
I WANT-A good secoud-hand math
wagon_ A M. J. Todd, Brookport,
114,
POR RENT-Five room cottage,
with bath 1036 Madison street. Ap-
ply Dr. P. H. Stewart.
--WAN'TED-Position by thorough-
ly competent stenographer. Five
years' experience. Old viten.. 2716.
HICKORY WOOD-Phones. Old
442, New 598 Delivered promptly.
H. B. Bell & Sons.
-FOR RENT - -three room cottage
on North Twelfth street, Apply F
M. Fisher.
FOR RENT Jan 1. -Third floor
over ft. W Walker & Co. drug store,
rine and Broadway, 21x114 feet. D.
A. Yelser.
-FOR RENT-boom with bath at
609 1-2 broadway. Suitable for one
or two gentlemen. Apply Walker's
drug store. Fifth and Broadway.
WANTED-Position by young men
stenographer. experien eed in spirerai
:Ines af bireinem. Beet teem twee.
W. L., care Sun.
LOST-Brown -fur lined with white
satin, Tburielay night et the uneon
depot. Pinder return to this office
and receive celeste&
-SEND--youi Cie/thee to time Fault-
less Pressing club, 502% Broadway.
Delete & Browder, proprietors. Both
Phones 1507.
FOR SALF)--Vr-o-orn reeidene.- 011
lot 571173, No. 320 South Third,
$3.5tee. H. C. Hollins. Telephone
121. Trueheert building.
FOR RENT --Five-groom eottagte,
413 Adams street, with bath and toi-
let. Apply :102 North Seventh street.
Phone 13)5.
'FOR SALK-Nei; .1-room cottage
on lensbands street: good condition.
$950. H. C. Holline,,Trutsheart but:d-
ing. Telephone 127.
1- 0110A1C1, .idecksnitth, 401
S. Third. Old phone 457. Superior
work guaranteed. Exclusive agent
for fore stone side wire tires, the
Nest rubber tires made. ,
--F6R-117itg- Knott a room house
72 foot lot, South Third street, clove
in. A bargain at $3500. Apply to S.T.
Randle, Room It, American-German
National bank
FOR BALID-e-room residence and
4 acres wound 'V. mile from Wei-
lareoark; all necessary aunt buildings.
. 4te-44.441easeesarshes,
.building. Telephone 131
FOR SALE- 35 acre farm lie
miles from Wallace park, 4-room
house and out buildings, $3.e00. H.
('. Hollins. Trueheart betiding. Tele-
phone 127,
CONTRACTOR Wit IKEL-:-Mase74
ry and concrete work a specialty.
Office 126 South Fourth, Phone 4)0
Residence phone 1237. Prompt at-
tention to all estimates.
FOR RENT-Apartment en Moore
Plate, 613 Clay street. leSectele
lights, gas, hot end cold meet end
bate Apply to T. J Moore 6e1
Norte Sixth street.
WANTED-- Bricklayers for all
winter's work at Clarksville, Tenn,
Wages, 62 1-2 cents an hour. Ad-
dress Contractor Weikel, 126 South
Fourth street, City.
- STRAYED -cift ErroLEN - One
small black wow, for spotted lege. 2
black gelds. No marks. Reward for
aro information as to whereabouts.
-Ring .299 old Phone. .
IF YOU NV .1ST a bergain, wee feet
& Potter. 119 South Fourth. Thee
have good fanime front le to ee.1
acres. Also spkeedrixi last of ce v
property for sale at a bargain (-41:
early.
FOR SALE-e- Farm 254 scree on
Cairo road six miles; from city; '3
tenant houses, one totuu-co
arm timber, 514/.000. H. C Ifol-
bins, Truehoart building. Tolephoue
127,
AMERICAN PEARLS- roe pearls
and slugs, some of good reale and
qua extra fine for (-hinter mount-
Inge, sizes and nearly all colon..
would like to set: them at reasonable
price. See Themes Knight, 228 Ash-
brook avenue. Parke-eh, KY
FOR SALE--Four room frame
cottage on Broad street: 40 ft lot
running hack to alley, reception bale
front and bane- porrhes, water In
kitchen. Easy monthly payments
McCracken Real Estate and Mort-
gage Cu, See 1.. Ti. Sanders, Photte
765, office 31% S. Sixth.
SWEDISH ENVOI' IS RECALLED
- -
.4. Grip. Minister to United Stater, Is
Su ed Home.
Stockholm, Dec. 3.--A. Grip, min-
ister of Sweden to the United States,
has been recalled.
Say Dottie Is Not Crazy.
Chicago, Dec. 3.-- Followers et
fowl, deny today that the leader is
Insane and say that his incomprehen-
sible talk of vesterday was all alit-
gor). They claim his body is entirely'
too weak to keep up with his strong
mind. 14 is greners:iy conceded, how
ever, that Dowie Is mentally un-
sound
Secend Cane of Kind,
drhe ootulltions as thews fairing the
prealdent in the Brownsvele let-Went
will now cnnfront him in the rebooting
of eletiteinant Calvert, of company M.
Twenty-ffect regiment, In teyte Prov-
ince, Philip pine., The entire com-
pany wee snreeted. but like its resell%
members; of the Twenty-fifth, 'refuse
to ray who fired the shot.
Holiday designs in Cerlstnise pa-
per napkins for I'S- a dozen at The
Pew trees listestbrer Ire lirett$ -
L'hestmae gifts In,,
•••••0•1•11L.
PielE
A Monogram in One or Two
Letters and Two Quires of
Paper for Only $1.00 Now
How'e that for an extraordinary Clirtstinsui coffer?
Its merely In keeping with our prices.
irder Christmas Calling Cards and Stationery new.
You can't wait long, you know.
limo Sertpt cards and plate II so
looted English cards 3.00
Ask to be shown the Mother-of-Pearl Stamping.
Its done from your old die.
THE. SUN
Phones 358.
Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST
1Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
a 
AN EXCELLENT STAFF
For declining years Is a food .ubstantisl sayings ac-
count, built up during the money earniog period.
D•posit part of your earnings weekly or monthly
In this bank. and at 4 psi- cent compounded semi-
annually you will soon h tve a snug sum to fall back
upon.
Begin today.
Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
227 Broadway
We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.-&-Why?
First-Because it irons smoothly, not rough:
seeond -The button holes or stud holes match.
Third-Negligee shirts with butto s are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth-It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" sal often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North fourth St.
SHOULD you have the misfortune to have to buyanything in this line, we are closing out the en-
tire line of the Paducah Undertaking Company at
cost. This means your bill cut half in two. Em-
balming and regular service rendered day pr night.
S. P.POOL
24ali bit butts 'Third filltreet. /loth Phirinest IKI
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.
UNDAY SCHOOL
INSTITUTE MEETS
At ',owes, For Gra\fs County
December t8, ft, 24).
EN.telicat Program 14 .tddresses By
%tell known Slinistetre and
Workers.
THIS lickleTeST
s.
The Gravel; County Association
and Western Kentucky Sunday
School institute will be - held at
Lowe., Dec. 18. 19, 20.
The program follows:
lotroductory bVr1110/1- Rev. Rile),
of Folsotodale.
What should a pastor do except
preach-Rev. Holt and J. J. Kester-
son.
Must a Church be sound in doe-
ii me to be a gospel church-J. W.
Ceruthers and Era Garnett.
Responsibility of example--Henry
Seance and K. L. Chapman.
To whom should the pastor direct
the most of his preaching, to saint or
sinner'--A. S. Peale and A. H. Mur-
phy.
The best method of condocting a
prayer meeting-Rev. Riley and R.
Lowe.
The bast way to prevent the dis-
tMttive doctrines of tne church-T.
B. Rouse and .1. M. aurgees.
The unetacite of emphasizing sin
. he peculiar doctrines et Baptist -
\V. M. Barker and W. F. Lowe
The best way to manage new con-
certs-- H. K. Thomas and J. R.
eLewset. •
Sendai School.
What they are accompliehing,what
Ito itheitid accomplish and how
they niay accomplish it -Rev. Dodds
of Fulton, and W. H. Beadles.
How to secure regular attendance
of the Sunday school-J. G. Muffins
and Henry Balance.
Who should tittead the Sunday
school and why-A. S. Peale and J.
K. Skinner. •
To' wham extent should help be
used-T. B. Rouse.
What should be the primary ob-
ject of Sunday school-W. C. Tay-
lor.
Should any but Baptiste teach In
Baptist Sunday schools -T. H.
Peas.
Fortunate Nillmostriona.
"When I was a druggist. at Livo
nia, Mo., writes T. J. Dirser. now of
Gra)sville, Mo., "three of my custo-
mers were permanently cured of
consumption by Dr. King's New Dis-
covery. and are well and strong to-
day. One was trying to sell his prop-
erty and move to Arizona, but after
using New Discovery a abort time he
found it unnecessary to do so. I re-
gard Dr. King's New Discovery as
the most wonderful medicine in ex-
istence," Surest Cough and Cold
cure and Throat and Lung healer.
Guaranteed by ail druggists. 50c and
$1. Trial bottle free.
Notice. to Property Owners.
The board of pubic works and
city engineer will inspect the con-
struction work on Jarrett street and
(Sowell street, at 2 o'clock, on Tues-
day, December 4, 1906. Property
owners are notified to be present 11
they have any protest to offer.
they have any protest to offer. And
will inspect Jones street sidewalk,
curbs and gutter from NIntet to Elev-
enth streets ou the same day at 3
o'clock.
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS.
By DR. J. Q. TAYLOR, Secretary.
le A. WASHINGTON, City Engineer.
November 30, 1906.
A Mountain of Gold.
could not bring as much happiness to
Mrs. Lucia Wilke, of Caroline. Wis.,
as did one 25c box of Bneklen's Ar-
nica Salve when it completely cured
a running sore on her leg, which hnd
tortured her 23 long year's. 'Greaten
antis:gale healer of Piles, Woundt
and Sores, 25e at all druggists.
Mrs. Austin's Quick-Raising Buck-
wheat makes tender, crispy, brown
cakes. Your grocer can tell you all
about It
The Prices Below Will Be
Made Until Dec. 31, 1906
Gold Shell Crown, 2'2k.. 83.15()
Gold Fillings  1.00
Silver fillings. 
Plate
Bridge work And all wades of
plate work guaranteed. Paver-
extraction of teeth
OR. KING BROOKS
DICTITIST
£Lat.Lz 44Jasi...arcaoisdavvoty.--
Cairo 
Cluttanooga
elineinnetti  
Eratisetila  
Florence  
11.4%er Stage*.
21e7
5.7
11.9
30.$1
4.5
Johneotsville  9.3
Lonsvitie  6.1
Mt. Carmel  5.4
Nashville  10.0
Pittsburg .. 5.8
Davis Island Dam- Missing.
St. Louis  9.9 0.7
Mt Vernon  2'0.2 0.4
Pothicat 23.0 2.6
4.2
0.d
2.3
4.4
1.0
64)
1.8
0.6
2.6
rise
fall
full
A fall of 5.4 feet was registered on
the go age thin morning for the last
48 hours. The stage' is 23. Bualneas
titt the when was quiet thin
Owing to the trouble in seeurieg
labor oti Sunday at Naahville, it is
probable thee the schedules of the
Butteref wife be changed, The But-
torff ‘okIl mast make the Clarksville
trip Bea week. It Is probable that
the schedule will be changed sets that
the Bottorff will leave here Wednes-
day* foe Ofarkeririe and Fridays for
Nashville, thus throwing her in Nash-
ville another day than Sunday. The
presetnt schedule is. Mondays for
Cis rk s v Ile and Wed nesda ys for N &Oh-
v ilie.
The Paeitie with 21 Pieces in tow
passed down Sat night from Louis-
ville to the Stiewissippi river. Six-
teen bargee of coat and 6 model barg-
ee of builtgng iron, It was a big
tow for a towboat the use of the
Par" fir.
The Spragee passed down early
this morning, drifting aleially in the
fog. The Clarke. Wittlams said Ful-
ton are emenniehat behind.
The Chattenoege probably will
leave testay for Chattanooga, Tees.
River men ems watetring thew See ,to
see whether It will he a go. With
only a few months in Mae year to run
and with the competition the larger
Pert of the 'wee of numerous other
packets, it will he a hard paa.
The Battelle did not arrive until to-
day from St. Louis; for the Tennessee
river. The fog is (*Loping manY
boats.
The Georgia Lee passed down Sun-
da). night with a big trip from Citis
cinnati to Memphis.
It is expecied to bare the Olty of
Memphis reedy to leave Wednesday
evening Lu the Tenineasse river trade
Th Clyde wee arrive toolight from
the Ten [seams river, and the rapidly
raiding r.ver wit, allow its beetle taken
oat at the %IQ*.
The JO(' Fowler arrived Sunday
afternoon from Evantellle and loft
[tile morning at It o'clock for the re-
turn trip.
Bitaintee wan light for the Dick
Fowler to Cairo this morning
The congeetion of the traffic at
JoppaIs caneing worry among river
men. With the scarcity lyf barges
on the rivers it Is hundieeppeng the
towbnats in their operations.
• SR s-n.snn' swig
To your horees as well as to yourself.
You need not suffer from nail's of any
sort-your horses nerd not suffer. Try
a bottle of Ballard's Snow Liniment.
It cures all pains. J. M. Roberts,
Itakerstield, Mo.. writes: "I have used
your Liniment for ten years and and
It to be the relit I have ever used for
man or beast."
Sold by ea driteaeista.
Memorial to the Confederacy.
Whaechington, flaw . Congress-
man lai!e James today fec tired a per
from the war department which
Is a remintic! of one of the historic
occasiotw of the civil war, when a
Confederate cannon was thrown into
the Miesiettippi river at Helton. The
permit allows the Daughters; of the
Confederacy of Columbus, Ky.. to
mount this cannon as a memorial So
the Confederacy.
MAI %TS WAS SICK.
-When a man says ite always was
lick-troubled with a cough that lam-
ed all winter-what would you think
If he should say he never was Pick
Since using 13allard•s Horehonnd Syrup
Such a man exists. Mr. .1. C. Clark.
Denvar. rot.. writes" "For years I was
troublifed with a Revere cough that
would last all winter. This cough, left
me in it miserable condition. 1 trlell
Hallard's Horehound Syrup and hays
not had a sick day since. That's what
It did for me."
Sold by all drigxistx.
The Texas Weeder
Cures all kidney, bladder and rhen
matte troubles; sold by J. H. Gehl-
Schlaeger, bill tiroledwny, Dr. E. W
Hall, office 2921 Olive street, St
Louts, Mo
tee vs.
Talking. you 'ant boat Herbine for the
liver. The greatest regulator ever
ottOred to atiftoritsir humanity. It Teu
'suffer from liver complaint, if you are
bilious and fretful, its your liver am.
tiernine will put it In Ws proper condi-
tion. A positive cure for Constipation.
flilieusnees. Dyspepsia and all Ills Cu,
to a torpid liver. Try a bottle and you
will never use anything elsa
geld by all tirumffilda.
A monogram in one or two letters
in any color of Ink, and two quires
of paper for only a dollar, a stieeial
for Chriettnes, at The Sun office.
liWhy your babyis lgehottilddillitiA4bo(t174111n. ant.
fretful during the night. Worms are
the cause or, thin, sickly Sable,. It Is
natural that a beelilly baby Should bv
fat and sleep f your baby does
bat 4.06101 Ka fetal Cost experiment
with ontle cures avid other resticine,
hot try-ri bottle of White's* ('ream Vet*
-r,t14•11r..-- TT,*
MI I h,1 nit 1,1111th as It AhaUle
Sold to all druggists.
EUROPE LISTENS
FOR SETTLEMENT
Frisco-Japanese Trouble Of
Interest There.
Is Sensation in London and Talk in
Fares, Statemetit is
homed.
MITI' tTION IS F-ILIGGE.11 %TED.
lonelon, Dee. - President Moore-
ceet's solution of the dittlettity eras-
ing from the anti-Japanese rule of
the San Prate-nee plastic whew& is
awaited with the weenie interest and
somas anxiety here.
The London pit peril are being re-
galed with setesational statements
mode by .racent arrival. on the Pa-
cific coast from the Pa.r east, suggest-
ing the possibility of grave complica-
tions, even MIT.
The fOrthereming prestdenlial mes-
as*, to congress, therefore, a watch-
ed for with egreti greater interest than
usual.
---
Interest In Preece.
Paris, Dec. 3.-Great interest is
manifested here in the eituation grow
Ina out of the exclusion of Japanese
ehi Id ren from the, public eche
Ban Franclecie. Some of the le el..
newspapers take an alarming view of
the affair, ow-Mg to the wensatelonal
cabled ittatemeata representing recent
arrivaio from the Aar emit elm eayii
that a claith betimes Aspen and th.-•
Coked Steggis le larehatille. The
Juipaneon ISSISINDO tram awed a
assuring note declaring that the ival
oisisu of popular anger 'represented/
as raging in Japan was grentle exag
Prated. and oaring:
"Natunally it is a matter of na-
tional pride that our countrymen be
permitted to enjoy the rights accord-
ed to them by treaty, but we appre-
ciate the local conditionse and have
the feign/ confidence in the ability
of the Washington government tc
arrange with California% for a recog-
ntion of our rights.
"There is no thought of row. The
hest proof that the situation is not
regarded in knurl as being pave k
the tact that the legieletcyre less not
received any cable mesatges on thy
subject. Had Tokio hen printer' nit
to make a demonstration or to do
anything of internationel important.*
the legation would hove received
warning instructions
Postmaster Robbed.
G. W Fouts, Postmaster at River.
tun, Ia., nearly lost his life and was
robbed of all comfort, according to
his letter which says: "For 20
years I had chronic liver complaint,
which led to such a severe case of
jaundice that even my Anger nails
turned yellow; when my doctor pre-
scribed Electric Bitters. which cur-
ed me and have kept me well for 11
years." Sure cure for Biliousness,
Neuralgia. Vs'eakness and all Stom-
ach, Liver, Kidney and Bladder de-
rangements. A wonderful tonic. At
all druggists, 50 cents.
Notice to Contractors.
The board of public works will re-
ceive bids on Wednesday, December
12. at 3 o'clock for the improvement
of Nineteenth street, and Guthrie
avenue, from Broadway to the ,May-
field road, and Boyd street from
Sixth to Seventh, by grading and
graveling,, as per plans and specifica-
tions on file in the city engineer's
office, under ordlnances -governing
same.
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS.
By DR. J. Q. TAYLOR. Secretary,
L. A. WASHINGTON, City Engineer.
-November 29, 1906.
Deaths Ogium Appettdkills.
decsease in the same ratio that the
use of Di. King's New Life Pills in-
creases. They have you from danger
and bring quick and painless release
from constipation and the ills grow-
ing out of it. Strength and vigor al-
ways follow their use. Guaranteed
by all druggists. 25c. Try them.
Si/Ite(111111F FOR TIlE SUW.
A PIPE FREE
With Every Pound
FOR ONE WEEK
To Introduce a new brand of
smoking tobacco we will make a
t4Pecitil Price of 50c per pound
and give you choice of any it r
25c Pipes Free
THE SMOKE HOUSE
Sti \ , DECEMBER 3.
NOTICE
To Electric Light and
Power Patrons.
THE nature  of - the alternating
electric current supplying light
and power is to  be changed very 
shortly. This will effect all of our
customers having buzz fans and
small motors that are attached  to the
same wires that supply light. If you 
have either a small motor or buzz
fan we would thank you to advise us
immediately in order that we may
take the necessary  steps to adapt
your machine to the changed con-
ditions.
The Paducah Light and
Power Co.
"Seeing the Southwest"
EXCURSIONS
Doubt.'-- have heard of the Bumper Crops which have
been raised this year in Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Indian
Territory. Texas and New Mexico. Have you compared them
with results obtained in your section! Is your work where )ou
are, bringing you adequate returns for the capital invested and the
labor expended' If not, a change would be beneficial perhaps. A
visit to the Southwest will open your eyes. Out in Oklahoma the
last big land opening is soon to take place; farms are still very
cheap In Western Arkansas, Northern Louisiana and the Gulf
Coast of Texas. Let us give you full information about thew)
sections. You will want to see them after you have examined our
illustrated literature. •
VERY LOW RATES, ONE WAY AND RETURN TRIP
to southwestern points first and third Tuesdays each month.
Is. I Lw, rea Pew Wet. MU nisi L. N. farsattar, hut. Asa P.s. Apst, font
Ulai lat. Art Sesells. Test
Paul Si. Westover, 'Frew'. IzIttiess. Agt.
ROCK ISLAND -- FRISCO LINES
asetirsi Ille, Teem.
W. F. PA.XTON, R. ADDY, P. PIIRYSAS,
President, Cashier Assistant Cashier
Citizen's Savings Bank
 wc•v• rat  
Capttai.  100,000
S tts -•• • • 50,000
k holders liability  100.000
Total security to depositors. • • • $250,000
Accounts of individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
sma21 as well as large depositors and accord to all the same
courteous treatment.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Open Saturday nights from seven to eight o'eloeit
Third and Broadway
TO LET
Several superior offices', on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices-
double offices especially adapted for dentists.
American- German National Bank
- 427- Broadway
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"t intuilTuiradit rue."
"Theu I carry it myself."
She sprang forward at the door, but
be slipped in front of her with out-
stretched arms.
"For God's sake, consider yourself,
madame!" he, entreated. -new eyea
are upon you:
"Pub! Canaille!" She ginnerd at the
knot of Seltzers, whose sergeant had
drawn them off a few paces and who
stood open eyed, staring at the Keene.
"1 tell you that 1 will see the king."
"You will ruin the if you pass.'
"And none the less I shall do so."
The matter looked serious, ire eel-
flat was at man of resource, but for
onto he Was at his wits' end. altue. de
Moutespatea resolutfoe, its it was call-
ed In her premence. or effrontery. as it
was termed behind her back, was pro-
verbial. If she attempted to force her
way, would he venture to use violence
upon one who only yesterday held the
fortunes of the whole court in the hol-
low of her hand and who, with her
beauty, her wit and her energy, might
very well be In the 1411110 11041f1011 to-
morrow': If she palmed him, then his
future was ruined eith the ktug. who
never brooked tbe smallest devLatIon
front his orders.
-If madame would delete to wale"
said be soothingly. "the king will be
ou his way to the chapel lu all instant."
"It Is not yet time."
"I think the hoar ham just goue."
"And why should I wait like a
lackey?"
-It is but a moment, madame."
"No. I shall not wait." She took a
step forward toward the door. "
But the guardsman's quick ear he
merit the seuraVaiuseirg- reset front
within, ans lie knew that he was mas-
ter of the situation. "I will take ma-
dames meesage." said be.
"Ah, you have recovered your senses!
Go, tell the king that I Aim!) to speak
with him."
He must gain a little time yet. "Shall
I say it through the lord in waltingr
"No; you elf."
"Publicly?"
"No, no; for his private ear."
Ile slipped trt prone el her.,
"Shall I give a reason for your re-
quest'!"
•-oh, you madden ine! Say what I
have told you, andsat once.''
But the young ()Meer** dilemma was
happily over. At that instant the dou-
ble doors were swung open, and Lout
appeared In the opening, strutting for-
ward on his high heeled shoes, his
Mitt „shitipitler his broad skirts dap-
ping and his Markers spreading out be-
hind him. He stopped as he came out
stud turned to the captain of the guard.
"You have a uote for me?"
"Yea, Mee."
The monarch slipped it Into the pock-
et of hie scarlet untit•rveet and Was
wincing once.niore when his eye; fell
upon Mine. dè Monteepan standing
eery stiff and erect in the middle of
the passage. A dark flush of anger
shot to bin brow and he walked (Swiftly
past her without it word. but she turned
add kept pout' with him (Iowa the cor-
ridor.
"I had not expected this honor, ma-
dames" said he.
71 wished to hear my fate from your
own lips," she whimpered. "1 can bear
to be struck myself, sire, even by him
who has .my heart, bet it Is hard to
bear that one's brother has been
wounded through the mouths of valets
and Huguenot soldiers for no fault of
his save that his sister has loved too
fondly."
"It 1111 no tine to speak of such
things."
"When can I see you, then, sire?"
"In your chamber at 4."
"Then I shall trouble your majesty
no further."
She swept him one of the graceful
eoertesleis for which she was famous,
and turned away down a tilde passage
with triumph shining In her eyes.
CHAPTER IV.
LO
CIS had walked on to his tley0-
Della) III no - very charitable
frame of mind, as was easily to
In' steen form blerlineled brow
n lid compreseutl Ines. .1.11 keel): Jiie Whit
favorite well, her lumulsit eItes, her
audacity, her leek °Cull reetrniut eaten
thwarted or upposed. She was rapable
of maklug a hideous seunilal. or turn-
ing against him that bitter tongue
which bad so often made hire latish at
the expense of other's perhaps eveu of
waking some public exposure which
would leave him the butt and gossip of
Europe. Ile shuddered at tht• thought.
At all costa such a catastrophe must be
averted. And yet bow could he cut
the tie which bound theutO This wo-
uotu would struggle hard, tight to the
bitter end, before she would quit the
iststittou which was so dear to her. She
spoke of her wrongs. What were ber
wrotigm?
In his Metter tweltiebuteit, nurtured
by the eternal flattery which was the
very air he breathed, lie could not see
that the fifteen years of her life which
he malt absorbed or the toes of the bus-
band whom he heti supplanted gave
her any chin upon him In his N- ieW
he had raised her to the highest posi-
tiou which a subject could occupy.
Now he was weary of her, aud it was
her duty to retire with resignation-
• even with gratitude for past ía-
yore. ehe should have a pension. anti
the children should be eared for. What
could a reusonable woman ask for
more
Oa the whole, his comicience acquit-
ted him. But In this one matter he bad
been lax. Front the first coning of
(its gentle and forgiving young wife
front Spain be had never once perwg-
ted her to be without a rival. Now
that she was dead the matter was rue
better. Oue fuvosite had suecetelteLs
triTirt-ei-jratiThati held
her own so long It was rather from her
audacity than front his affection. But
now Father Ia Chaise and-Wesetret
Were ever remlndlug him that lie had
topped the summit of his life.aud was
already upon that downward path
which leads to the grave. The time
had come for gravity sad for calm.
neither of which was to be expected
In the company of Mate. de Moutespan.
Bat he had found out where they
were to be enjoyed. Front the day
wheu Lie afonterman had introduced
the stately and Silent widow as a got- -
entree for his children be had found a
never falling and ever increase's pleas-
e-M.1'h her fuletety. Fbr a Brae be had
thought that her piety and her talk of
tM m/tOt be ik mare mask. foriltlertratprtiell -10 hypocrisy all
round him. It was sterely unlikely tbitt
a woman who was 11101 beautiful, with
as bright-1M eye and U graceral a fig-
ure as any In his Vest could after a
life sprat in the keyest ••Inies pre-
serve the spirit of a fat. But on this
point he was soon undeceived, fur
whea his own language had become
wanner than that at friendship he had
been met by an -Iciness tif manner and
a brevity ef speech Which had shown
hint that there was ate Iromau- at least
In his den/talons who bad a higher re-
spect for herself than for hint. And
perhate It was better so. The placid
pleasures of friendship were very
soothing after the storms of paasion.
To sit in her rosin every afternoon, to
listen to talk Which was not tainted
with flattery and to hear opinions
which were not framed to please his
ear were the oceupations now of hls
hopplete hours. And then her influ-
cull. over hint was all so good!
And now he knew that the tire' bad
come when he meet chomp, between
her and De Montements Thi•le influ-
ences were antagonistic. They could
hot continue together. He stood be-
tween virtue and viee, anal he must
(booms
Sorb were the thoughts which ran
through the king's betel as be bent
over the rich crimson cushion which
topped his priedieu of eery& oek. lfe
knelt In his own Ineloettre to the right
of the altar, with his guards and_bes
immediate household amine' him, while
the court, ladles and cavaliers, filled
the chapel. Piety was a feabiett now,
like dark overcoats and lace eravats,
and no rosetter was so worldlyminded'
as not to have had a touch of grace
since the king had taken to religion.
It was the habit of Louis as be walk-
el back from the chapel to recelye pe-
takers er; to. listen to any tales of
wrong which hie subjects might bring
19 him, tin this particular morning
there were but two or three- a Pa-
risian who conceived himself injured
Icy the provost of his guild, a peasant
whore. cow had been torn by a hunts-
inall'e dog and at firmer who had had
hard usage from his feudal loni. A
few miestions and then a teirried order
to his secretary disposed of each case.
He was about to resume his way ageln
when an elderly man, clad in the garb
of a respectable eitizen and with a
legume deep lined fare whieh mnrked
him ass a man of charnt•ter, darted for-
ward and threw himself down upon
one knee in front of the monarch.
"What is this?" asked Louie, "Who
are you, and what is it thin you
want?"
"I am a citizen of Paris. and I have
been ('rueli,y wronged."
Yon seem a very worthy person. If
you have indeed been wronged you
shall beee redress. What have you to
complain of?"
'Twenty of the Blue dragoons of
Languedoc are quartered in my house.
with Captain Delbert at their head.
They have devoured my fowl. stolen
my propertS slid beaten my servants,
yet the utegietrates will give me no re--
dress."
(To be Cloatinein.)
WILL MAKE TEST ONE ARREST MADE I
OF EXISTING LAW FOR BEING IN MOB
('onunot Wealth's Attorney .1.
M. Iluttaker and Governor
VAl stle of Is)luisi I It tint Sues Nall-
Matsu for 11511,000 fie- His
leettit,
It E1•1111.11'.INt4 To NOMINATE.
Frankfurt, KY., Doc. 3.—Common-
tith At horney iaelph 114.-Hufftehasee
or Doti townie- here late this
it tei noon at the request of Governor
Beelasestra.nd the two were in confer-
mee kw :revered hours. Both after-
%verde refused to say Just whet phew
of the Sunday "lid" question their
bed covered, but It is known
Mat it had to do with seeps whit+
are to be taken immediately to make
a complete test of the laws istAS on
the etatute books.
Asylum I. Sued,
Lexington, Dec. 3 • The Iftsterti
Keutucky es)itim for the inmate.
through the stare hoard of control of
charitable inoitutions, will have a
suit filed against it Monday. In the
circuit court for demasee in the sum
of $50.1)44) for -the ktifing of Fred
Katt emir , the ksh /and list(Wnt. and
for which crime Fred Pharris and I)
M. Adams, former attend-ants tire un-
der sentence of the court said mum
serving their terms. The suit I* be-
ing Med by J Fre nklin Venn :lee RA
attorney for liaviti Ketterer, atdmtn-
iii of the estate of Fred Ketter-
e:
W Steteting. Ky , Dee. 3 —Hon.
Robert H. Winn, chairman of the Re-
utillesie oonimittee of . the
raltrord tomuriseion &buret, of this
city, today issued a eal4 for a Inert -
lag of the committee to be held in
%Vint:teeter at 10 o'clock a m., Sat-
urday, January 5, for the purpose of
fixing the time and inagner of nomi-
nating a candickelie for menthe,- of
the state board of raelroad COM UAW
Coneys. There will het ostsVeleell can-
didates, nomlna4hou beton equiraleve
to an elecocm Among Orem are A.
T. Stier, of Whitley 4Thi nes': WtIliam
Bieck. of Knox county; Jeer* Pat-
rtek, of Idegollin county, and nuMsr-
ous others.
IRECI-1, 1 TE PRICE HI WEIGHT.
l'enistwa•s Rack Platforms He Turned
Into Scale.,
Cleveland. 0, Dee :I - Sheriff
Mulhern, a profound thinker on econ-
omic questions and a traction txpert
of repine, has evolved a plan for the
solution of the street railvray ques-
tion in Cleveland, whieh, if adopted,
will quell all bickering between con-
tending parties and condemn Mayor
Johnson to twenty-fire-cent car fare
for the remainder of his life. "What
is the use of bothering about all this
Ire-cent and seven for a quarter said
three-cent business?" demander Sher-
iff Mulhern. "Listen: Make 'sin alJ
pay by weight."
fiiiEl RECEIVED HOVEY
To *tart Otelke to Injure Monomial-
cry & Ward. ,
Cirieago, Dec. 3.-- Albert Young
was the first witness today In the trial
of Cornelius Shea, president of the
International Teamsters' union,
charged with conspiracy. He testi-
fied that at the meeting of labor
leaders $1,5-001 was diet ted be-
tween live officere of the Teamsters'
union for the purpose of causing s
strike agalneto Montgomery. Ward &
company. Young said Shea was one
of the men who received the money.
There Is no argument as wholly
convincing as actual experience.
Kargon
Compound
and
Virgin Oil
Pine
PURE
Can be found at
McPherson's
Drug Store.
•
Princeton 011tl'ilEe Will Be
VeSi g a tel.
Goverumeut Will Takt• a Hand and
Great ltritaiu May Be Ap-
pealed to,
WeltNleitiS WERE SENT OUT
Princeton. Ky.. Dee. 3.—On In-
fotmetion imenred ' 'Most -Kyr
state fire marshal, who is conduct-
ing anseuvestigation into the burning
of the two sterumeries here this
morning, a warrant was itoued for
NVilaain Miller, foreman of the Illi-
nois Central section gang, charging
him with being a member of the
nioh. Circuit Clerk Gardner swore
that be recognized hillier as a mem-
ber of the mob. Mr. Ayres _WM be-
gin taking testimony Monday morn-
ing in a formal investigation, when
It is expected that Important evi-
dence will be brought out.
Federal Intervention.
International complications may
follow as the result of the destruc-
tion of the Steger Tobacco stem:pers.,
and the act of a faction in the great
struggle for the possession of ,he to-
bacvo Industry may involve two
great nations. Federal intervention
and investigation is certain to come.
The Steger plant, which was lo-
cated in a valuable 'brick structure,
was operated-fOr Thonias Gallagher,
"The Tobaccl King," whose home is
in Belfast, Ireland. Tbrbugh .he has
frequently pt•rsonalis supervised (he
work of  obtainieg_ centre of the to-
baceo output, he has never become a
citizen of this country, and may still
appeal to the Hattie Jack. -
Matiigei's of the plant, which now
lies In ruins, a smouldering fire. eat-
ing into the heart of the immense
supply of tobacco stored in the build-
ing, declare that Mr. Gallagher will
sal: on the British government to
take a bend, and to demand f r 
the Pelted States reparation, finan-
cial and otherwise, for the less he
has suffered and for the outrage per-
petrated upon a citizen of the em-
pire.
Fesionlee Whitlows Riddled.
The postoffice building was rid-
dled with the bullet* of the mid-
night raiders. The" big plate glass
woviow was shattered by DO less
Than twelve shots, 'and the whole
tt ruct ure was damaged. Post office
authorities are already Investigating,
ond the destruction of government
property wet bring to the scene the
most skillful detectives In the secret
service.
Warned Week Ago.
Warning of the destruetion of the
factorise( here Was given a week ago.
The agent for the fire insurance
rompanles which had issned policies
for the factories received an anony-
mous letter ordering him to canto'
the policies -held by the companies.
fie not only refused to do this, but
issued policies for an additional V.-
noe on the factories. The companies
Placed guards about their buildings,
hut they were outnumbered.
Information received by the au-
thorities leads many to believe that
the men Who Bred the tobacco plants
here came from Trigg county, as the
latest reports indicate that they
turned off In that -- direction after
proceeding toward FAdyville.
PAB1.0
,
%Vice anti Daughters of Pulajane's
Chief Captured.
Mantis. Der. 3 -A force <of ton-
etabulary under command of Major
Murphy surprised the camp Of Pablo,
chief of the Pulajanee, in the island
of Santa, at daylight. Friday. Elev-
en Pulajanes were killed. The chief's
'on and nine of the bend were
wounded. Chief Pablo escaped but
his wife and daughters were cap-
tiowl. Clothing, arms and Papers
found were destroyed, together with
the camp.
Steamboat,. Through 11111e.
Watthingtan. Dec. 3.--One of the
most Important questions confront-
ing the Interstate commerce commis-
sion—as to itheillet steamship com-
panies that Italie through bills of
lading (rem foreign ports to potted'
beyond the ports at which they land
In the United States are under the
jurisdiction of the rate regulation act
--will come up for determination on
December 12,, No ocean steamship
company hes as yet. conceded that it
Is !filmy degree or manner nnder the
Jurisdiction of the Inter:tate com-
merce commession and- the intoratate
rommeree law as amended by eon-
-grim last spring has not put the cont.
mission In 0:mtleh bet ter poivitione
then It occupied previelhily with ref-
erence to the Matt er.
-
Treating Wrong Disease.
Many wane women call on their familyphysicians, suffering, as they imagine,one from illysrpsis, another from heartetseare, soot er from liver ot kidneydisease, another from nervous eshaustios,
or primate Lion, another with pain here madthere, and in this way they all preeent
alike to theatestlo es and their easy-goingand Indifferent, or over-busy 'doctor, sep-arate and diettnet diseases, for which-be,assuming them to bit mob, prescribes hispills and potiotts. In reality, they art' allonly svisti•baltr• easiest by stone uterinedisease. rile physjelan. ignorant of theMale of suffering, encourages this prac-
tice until large hills are made. The rut'
ring patient gets no better, but probablytine, by reason of the delay. wrong
lisaeut and conseqesail complicatimue• proper madtelue like Dr. Pierre's Fa-vorttsi Prescription, directed to the anewwould have entirely removed the, disease,
thereby dispelling all those dIstrusing•symptoms, and institutiag eumfort in-stead of prolonged misery. It has beenwell said, that 's disease known is halfcured."
Dr. Piers'', Favorite Prescription is ascientific medlchie, carefully devised byan experienced and skillful physician,and adapted to woman's delicate system.It 
perTii-cy15 Inastila lanartutevli eff"mlee"44-111mits in one -condition ql the evstem.
As apowerfel Invigorating tonic ̂ Fa-vorite Mecription" imparts strength tothe whole system and to the organs dis-tinctly feminine in particular. Iser over-
worked, sworn-out," "run-down," debill-lewd teachers, milliners, dressmakers,seamstresses. "shop girls." houstskeeters,miming mothers awl belie %omen gen-
erally. Dr. Pierce's Fits ort le Prescription
Is the greatest eurtilly boon, being nu-equaled a- an *mewing cordial and re-
storative Weir. •
toe" Favorite
As a soothing anti tii,erinitlictunesirody-
and as invaluable in allaOtig and sub-duing nerveus even:thinly, fretahility,nervous exhall-tbiti. ii' 'r', pri•strithimi,
neuralgia, in sterna, spasms. stores, St.Vitus's de and It her
°Us sync ',nails •ttezitilutt upon
functional eu•I organic disease of the
ott.rus. It induses refreshing sleep andrelieves mental niixiet and desisokieney.
Dir. Pierve'r eleasailt in% igoratete stunesch, live sr i,1 1.! besree a dua s ka•ty to take a,. candy.
XMAS IS NEAR
Pichres Mate tie Nest ['remits
The above Three frame, with your
own picture or that of your baby, is
given FIIEE at
JAS. SOL,ER
Pht)tttigraphIt.: Studio
Ill 'a South Third Street
Riley a,. Cook's old stand.
Punkin Pite
From September to Fe hru ry
something like 1G iteu pumpkin pies
a day are aten in New York restau-
rants.—Tbe World.-
Say!
16.01111 punkin pies a day
Reads like a fairy tale;
Seems
Like a silken sail
On a ship of dreams
Peep dreams!
Oh. me! oh nt.':
Putikitepitr-p dreams.
One pie--
Punkin or mince,
Apple or cherry,
Black or raz
Or huckleberry,
Custard. lemon,
Peach_or plum,
Or any of there—
Is going some.
But 14.4410 plea in ore day:
And all punicin"-
Aw! say.
That's too good to be_ true!
--Skidoo!
What?
Oh! dreams on dreams
Of golden neish.
Round. open-faced
Ambrosial slush! --
And yet,
There's one regret,
To wit: a man.
Butt on the present plan,
HAS to let
15,999 Men get awn"
Every day.
See?
.1. Lampton in the New York
World.
Mrs. Austin's Buckwheat has a
world-wide reputition on account of
Its genuine buckwheat flavor. Don't
forget the name.
After all, the worst of us have
something ateint Its t ilaI, properlY
eeveloped. will lift its Omit of the
mire.
winter t•TaTAINS
TP*C 040
CarnStat it
CAMS
A,•C
TASc Slfr
APO K•3 ••••.• traXi
osss!.!,,14.,), -a' 1 PLVICI S
GAL Al WM $UM Wat
akWELEY
that will charm anti delight the
judge of tine g• ins. Rings. Braes b-
ee, Ornamealesi (smith, Shaine.
Bracelets, etc.
WATCHES
for Ladies luau 4.4.111.4-n14-a, In gold,
silo.r or gunmetal. eigwriette ('airs,
Match Boxes, Cigar Cutters, etc. All
aorta of dainty piece. if silver for sae
"Lady's" dressing table.
welieREN & IL-ARR./1.
THE BIG FOUR
(New York Central Lines.)
THE BEST LINE TO
N1)1AN APOL1S,
PEORIA.
CHICAGO
And all pointa in !miens anti
PUSS SEVEN.
TOLEDO,
DETROIT,
CLEVELAND,
BUFFALO.
NEW YORK,
BOSTON
And all pleats Kest
Infoanstion cheerfully furnished ec
application at City Ticket Office "''at
POW Route," No. asfilijourCu Ave_ IP
write to
_GAT/LS, _......—
Agt. Passenger Department.
ls,uisvl III, Kv
H. J. RHETS,
1Padas. Sgt.. r•Inrinnarr
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NEW SUBSCRIBERS.
1.I.t of new subectibers added by
the Kam Tents-sere Telephone com-
pany today:
2990 1.:irite, Wm. M., 824 Bosd
St. .
2994 -Gordon. Miss May, 1014
caldwel.
2991 Greif. Ed, 511 Adams
--, 21192--Ro5te D. A., 1041 Monroe.
291.6 Greenwele F. P.,• 518 N.
7th. . .
We.havs in the city over 3,000 sub-
scribers or live Ctues as many as the
Independent rennpar.y: outside the
city and within the county we have
GS times as many subscribers as the
Independent company. -Yet it will
place a telephone In your residence
at the satin' rate the IndeWenckeit corn
pany is suppotted to charge, and pro-
vide In addition, long distance facili-
ties which will 'nab', you to reach
fully fifty nillilon people from your
home.
Call 300 for further information.
a
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PIANOS
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itaulattarers
and
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Sell on
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Phone
instruments
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New
Artistic
Picture
Framing
and
Wall
Papering
— —at
Sanderson & Co.'s
428 Arm. Plum 1513.
NVANOVILLE, PADUCAH ANN
Gi11R0 LINN.
(Incorporated )
Mvais..1110 and Fatieenh Fuchsia.
(Daily Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopkins, leave Paducah for E-ana-
vine and was landings at 11 a. m.
Special exeurFion rate SOW in of
front Pedusah to Evaasrills and
return, $4.00. Elegant music on the
boat. Table sasurpassed.
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Logue Pats"- f°-- and- way
landings at a. m. sharp, daily ex-
cept Bliaday. Speelal excusion rates
now in effect, from Paducah to Calm
and return, with or -without meals
and room. Good music and table un-
surpassed.
Fur further Information apply to
S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, or
Given Fowler, City Peas. Agent, at
Fowler-Crunibaugb' Oo's
Both phones No. 33.
ST. ia0171n AND TENNEBSBN
RIVER PACK WI! Ot)IIPANI.
FOR TUNNUISKJI KIVU& ,
santir-0010"' •
STEINE/ CLYDE
Loewe Paducah for Trananwie MIA
lierrry Nedneaday at 4 p.
A. W. WRI(JRT steel.',,
EUGENE 144)RISISON Cleat
This company is not responsible
for Inv.:Lee charges unless eollectee
by the clerk of the boat
KILLTHN COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNC8 
WITH Dr. King's
New Discavp!.  y
FOR C
oOLNGStist.31,671041
OLDS 
60c &$1.00
Free Trial.
Surest -ell Quekeet Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUB-
LES, 'or MONEY BACK.
NEW STATE HOTEL
D. A. Baitry, Prop.
METROPOLIS, LL.L
Newest and hest hotel in thk city
Reed $;•00. Two large sample
rooms, Bath room,. Electric
lignta. The only centrally located
note! in the city.
Caomorcial Petroasso Solteltod•
Henry Mailmen, Jr.
Wooed to Third ail Iesticky
Book Binding, Hank Work, Legs
avv4 7.1)wevi. Work • weeriaie.
DR. HOYER I
Roes 209 Fritelity
Wee ?One 33; I kdscs Maw 461
DRAUGHON'S
giAsitmkk'Coilaira.(Incorporated.)
PU0411,117-316 blunt sad
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"Land of Nod" Tonight.
"The land of Nod," an orgersim-
ben nuineering eighty people under
the directien tif uhe WWI J. Block
atimusernent eontisany, is to be pre-
rented at The Kentucky theater to-
night. ft tins broken all records of
• Glaleago Rooth:el comedy eroductions
hay leg played twenty-seven weeks in
that city. and th:s pert of thing does
not come by chance. "The {and of
Nod" le presented with a •greet cast,
witch iinsetidea Anne McNabb, tereuel
Morcb,...Adele Oswald, Emily Huff
Knox Wileon,. Neil MeNtst44. (leores
Fox, Allyn Roberts, George McKie
Hoek. There are thirty comedy and
mthaistal 111/nOrers, among uhetn being
"The Belie of Ileac/bead How," "Steno
ground. It will be presented by a
company of exceptional merit. "MY
Dixie GM" w'.:1 he the attraction at
The Kentucky on Friday night. The
sale of meta °pews Thurso:Sae morn-
ing.
-------
A Well Balanced Mind.
In the nature of human bellies
there are many sides. The serene.
the stubleme, the ridiculous, and a
mind tine leaus toward any of the
to an abnormisi degree is not well bal-
anced.; as tee mute eitinetai brings
on chronic melanohoria while to
MIKA jolrity makes earned things see
pear to the too joyous mind in a light
that is knoongriems to the reel truth
of religion. A -Mind welt teatitinced
usd wen,- '-Ms Bennie ""Oa-est ti enjoys a piettire of life 'bat pot-trees
I 
Mies I Itse• 1% MARCH.
the (bones Girt with ••11w Land of Nod" at The hellInehl Tosinhl-
be an Actor." "The Big Chafing Disb,"
the saxophone fantasy, the deceit's
dottier, the ,steln geese, the kissing
eerie ,and the ehkken dance
"My Dixie Girl."
The gonna s ern by Mini Sed4e Cal-
houn, as Dixie, in the inseceseful mat
edy drama "My Dixie 01x4," ere mar-
vel., Of the dresensakerse art and cone'
t he teaseling seine's conifderehle
tine, worrs and money isefere they
were breught to tee perfecton that
MI-. Calhoun demadded of the mak-
er The lady member', of the audience
are particularly fasseinated by the one
wern in the second see and many art
the excentatoons of admiration when
Miss Calhoun makes her entninee
Tbe rash, In wireh it 'se worn rem.-
ell skies Of 'human nature in ?Is wee-
latnnt as they occur in our daily
lives. That treat kg revenger than
fiction is not true, ro the authest wto
wilderrande h 'insanity, there is no ac-
tion, beeanee be writes of hennas nat-
ure as he mos it altivougb the I
dents may be drawn from Ms image
ne.tion, the emotion portrayed through
;the incibente are plain truths. Such
le -Sara leernh.ardes play "A Woman
of M yet ery," which Mhos Ooierteney
Morten wit pley. This tiny dose
not only portray the elders:lamas but
elves a reel pIctuee of hunraesity go-
ing from the sue/lime to the gayer
things in life. At The Kentucky
Saturday matinee and night.
teeserseees
e re h . • ohl eels in all home of Co: 5;
lesneereed, just as the Stunts
leaving after- tshetdaY pert.
-e-e-:eeetteeiseelieeeeeeeeseee.wheel ellowes it off to the boot postai-
bie advantaee "My Dixie Gee," tells
a mete tit rite 'teeny south with the
MPHi hie: of Kentucky as it back-
- - • - -
DR. GEORGE; MASGANA.
Veterinary Surgeon and Dentist. All
calls promptly attended night and
day. Residenecerhone 2935 Old. Of--
fee. Thompson Transfer company.
It le-ones 357.
Christmas
Is almost here. Don't forget to see
our handsonte line of Jewelry, em-
tracing all wets of appropriate
['relents. Remember that we are
not on Broadway, consequently our
prices are not op high and our goods
are of the same quality as those
carried bv the high-priced Jewelers
It will he to your interest to-come
and see us. Next doof topun office.
Paerillh 6 Parrish
  113 eoute Tetreelity
e I-:W YORK LETTERS.
New York, The, 3.--- The wince
eel event of the amusement week in
New York quite naturaNy has been
sllenry Savage's production of
Poccines grand opera, "Madame But-
terfly.: at the Garden theater, with
an organization not alone especially
ti to the purpose in view, but
put togetherepon lines enabling night
ly changes of personnel so far as the
principals are concerned. This opera
was eonseructed after the model set
',v David leslastro and John Luther
ng in the Japanese play of the same
WbiCh had to protracted a rut
• the....Belasco theater with Blanche
,t,cs in the role of the Geisha girl
le' married an American lieutenant
commits suicide when she finds
it she is not legally his wife and
at he has married an Ainerican we.
Plieelliri !Wore, abundantly in-
-red by his touching theme. moved
'onday night's audience to great en-
inlaam in several instances and (h-
ewed them almost continually The
presentation was beyond doubt one
• the greatest musical auccesses ever
••corded le New York, and the lavish
munificence of the production has by
Itself created something of an un-
'usual sensation..
 elsessiess_
On Monday morning of this week
Nat C. Goodwin. who is drawing enor-
mous audiences at the Grand Opera
Home' in "The Genius," placed a new
play in rehearsal for production on
December 2. This Veers is to be call-
ed "Whet Would a Gentleman Do?"
and the central character, which is to
fall into Mr. Goodwin's hands for In-
terpretation, is that of a native Anis-
e-Wien with the manners and eteedh
of men born and reared teethe Anti-
St is not Intended by Mr. Good
season In conjunction with • What
Would a Gentlensau Do." "Weeu Vie
Were Twenty-one" and "The Gilded
Foot- The work last named, by the
by has never been seen in Texas and
neighboring territory, and it is le re-
sponse to requests from this section,
shores to be visited by Mr. Goodwin,
that lie makes the production at this
time.
All the menagerlal world here-
about is talking of the amazing re-
ceipts of David Werfleld in "The
Music Nester," since the actor cif in-
finite charm left New York. It is
learned upon indultable authority
that in Boston at the Majestic theater
by no means the beet play house in
the New England metropolis. War-
field drew gross reeeipts 'of $72,000)
in four weeks, more than $2.0,41.0e of
this sum having been taken in dur-
ing the final week of the season The
star of "The Music Master" is now
filling a four weeks' engagement In
Philadelpbia, wbere the theater In
which he is playing is considerably
larger thap Boston's Majestic, a con-
dition the consequences of which
will be that his takings for the term
of the run will not fall below $80,040,
as shown by the advance sale thus
early in Wwrilelde Quaker City visit.
It in not stretching matters to state
that no other American star at regu-
lar press of admission has ever be-
fore approached such figures as those
here quoted.
We are having a week of special
matinees at the various theaters At
the Princess a Ruisian actress named
Alla Nasimova is playing the hectic
and at the same time sordid Ibsen
drama "Fledde Gabler," with an ac-
cent that is even harder to compre-
hend than the motive of the play-
wright At the Majestic Mrs. Le
Moyne, very ably supported, is giving
afternoon representations of the im-
possible poet Browning's "Pippo
Pasees," but the 1.411144es of the other
sort, which ret•resent the bulk of the
attendance, are not the passes of
Browning They are written by the
management. For Thursday after-
n irarThintre-W—Ailiii—ficeiire—r ige
tragic playlet "Salome" Is andsaneed
with Mercedes Lee, whoever &recedes
Lee may be, in the name part. On
the same afternoon Miss Lena Ash-
well undertaken the rather risky task
of inviting comparison between her-
self and Miss Margaret Anglin In the
(*uterine Personage of "Mrs. Dew's
Defense " This comes of at the Ly-
ric theater, where in two repreeenta-
dons these actresses will alternate.
One week hence Blanche Bates will
have left us and proceeded to Boston,
where her tour of the large cities—lee
to begin in David Belescoe vivid and
pulse-quickening play "The Girl of
the Golden West."
"The Girl's" piece at the Nemec
theater will be immediately taken by
Mr. Belaaco's new drama of Southern
California life In the early times call-
ed "The Rose of the Rancho" I hear
through an underground channel that
the preliminary expenditures upon
this produotion. have been In excess
of SWOOP, and if that's the Belisle°
idea of "a little ;stay," I shouldn't
eke to furnish the bank roe for the
realisation of his conception of a
big one.
Joseph Weber and his supporting
company, headed by Marie Dressler,
came back to town on Sunday with
rubbers on, as the advance agents say
when there is no preliminary hurrah
over an approaching attraction But
even the extreme reticence of the Web
er corps of bootners didn't prevent
the gathering of a large audience on
Monday night, or a rousing welcome
for the star and his principal assist.'
ants Mr. Weber is hard at work on
hes new extravaganza, the book of
which, as usual, has been furnished.
by Edgar smith. The opening night
will be one of the events of the Goth-
am season.
George W. Monroe, under the
shrewd business direction of his
brother, Robert B. Monroe, is about
to resume his starring career at the
head of his own organization. This
time the rotund and intensely droll
comedian will be 'seen in a comedy
written especially for him by Charles
Klein, author of "The Music Master,"
"The Lion and the Monne" and other
notable plays. The Monroe offering
is to be exploited under the title "The
Time of Your Life," and in It-the star
will appear as an interestlbg ycruag
fellow who disguises himself in fem-
inine apparel in order to clear the ob-
stacles raised between himself and the
girl with whom he has ?ellen in love
LEANDER RICHARDSON.
The Wrong Tip,
In a Parisian cafe an American or-
dered a hors d'oeuvre, sole, agenau
pre sale, artichoke salad, peche Mel-
ba, and so on, and, when the waiter
brought him a bill of 30 francs, he
paid it like a man. After his change
was brought he counted it and push-
ed a franc toward the waiter for a
tlp. But the man, pushing back the
franc, said In gentle reproach:
"Pardon, Monsieur, but that is the
counterfeit franc."
DREAM DIART,
Sleeping Deeds of Harmless Man "I
Are Gory end Terrible.
(New York Sun.)
"'We are such stuff as dreams
are made of., Guess Shakespeare
wasn't much of a dreamer," is the
way the subject was introduced. This
followed:
Some people say they never
dream. Whether they are to be en-
vied is a question. If one could push
a button and have a dream brought
on whenever one desired a vision in
sleep, dreams might become luxuries,
but as long as drama cmfwyshrdl
but as long as dreams continue to
come and go as they do, or as mine
do, me for a dreamless sleep.
"It is a mistake to suppose dreams
necessarily conic from late rarebits,
liquid concoctions and poorly-venti-
lated rooms. The most hideous night-
mare in my recollection galloped
over me after I had remained In my
room all evening reading delicious
poetry andafter a dinner of nothing
but seasonable fruit; after I had ta-
ken the precaution to have the at-
mosphere of my room at hospital
temperature and after I had a day
unalloyed from care.
"A long time ago 1 began keep-
ing a record of dreams. I added af-
ter each my mental and physical con-
dition at the time 1 went to bed. In
looking over this dream diary, how-
ever, I can form no deductions.
"There is no connection between
any dream and my business or con-
dition. I have committed crimes in
my sleep as atrocious as any of
which I have read after a day and
evening spent In the most delightful
surroundings, and this when 1 was
In Ar/Mt. Pct.‘",11̂ ^-11-- —
"I have written plays, poems and
books which entrkeced multitudes
who saw and read, and which
brought me honor and wealth. All In
my sleep! I never attempted either
In my- waking hours.
"These sleep visions have come
to me after the day was crowded
with anxiety and unsolved problems
and after I bee gone to bed racked.
with paln. A very learned person to
whom I stated the case said it was
nature's recompense, or something
of that sort.
"The most charitable deed I ever
diste the one which made me feel
that I had won a harp and a halo,
was rewarded in sleep by a brutal
attack upon my enencierY which
would have just! ed the community
in lynching me. ,
"I had a friend In the fullest
sense of the word, If there ever was
a man for whom I would have laid
down my life It was this friend. He
sickened and died, I attended bim in
his affliction, took charge of the fun-
eral and was the sincerest mourner
at his bier.
"The very night of the day on
which he was burled 1 went in my
sleep to his grave, resurrected his
body, carried it to a dissecting room,
sold it and danced gleefully as I saw
it mutilated and cut Into rragments.
Then with the money I had received
I gave a banquet to the men who had
paid me for my ghoulish work.
"This mean dairy of mine is filled
with train robberies, acts of incende
&rem, stranglings and other diabol-
ical acts. „ea-- -.
"Never shall I forget a night that
followed a day in which I had been
with the rector of my church on a
mission of mere)', I had laid aside
my business to help.
"That night, in my sleep, you un-
derstand, I was summoned to Rome.
I presented myself to the present
pope, who Informed me that I was to
take the place of Deerry del Val.
"I don't know how long I had
held the job, but the pope sent for
me one night and told me that be
wanted me to remove the bodies of
all the dead popes in St. Peter's and
have them thrown into the Tiber, A
big job, hut I took tt.
"When I reported that the work
had been done the pope informed me
that he was tired of his place and
wanted to go back to Venice. He put
it up to me to destroy the city of the
Doges. You wouldn't expect me to go
into the details of this task. I don't
know that there were any details;
only know that the. breaking up of
the Church of Rome was accom-
plished.
"When I had landed the latest
successor of St. Peter as he had ask-
ed, he rewarded me with an appoint-
ment. What do you suppose It was?
He made me commissioner of the
Grand Canal with power to bore ev-
ery gondola In the waters. The drean
ended ehere.
"After these few quotations from
my dream diary it is due me to say
that in every day life I am a conser-
r
eeve I am not a addicted to any
vice. I am not a gourmet. I never use
you have just a dollar to drugs.
spend for Christmas -for a young, "I am first a plain, ordinary man,
lady friend, coupe see the tiro retires harmless and devoid of any ambition my nights are murdered with the —
win' ""Ver to °hely° 
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FIRST SERVICES
WELL ATTENDED
zany Hear Doctor Bolling At
Broadway Church
"Jewels" subject of Sennett by the
Res. W. E. teem at First
Presbyterian.
ItiPTIST REVIVAL CONCLUDED.
Large oongregations greeted De
W. T. Boning at the Broadway Meth-
odist church yesterday, He quite
measured up to the gaud .10rings that
heal been said of him ie advance, ad
met tie people more ea an old friend
thee as a new praetor. He is a Preasel-
er of exceptional ability and charm,
speaking with tihe muse and waver of
the born orator, and command-
Mg the earneet attention of his hear-
ers.
From the text "For Jesus Chew
neither chetimeasion eyeteeth any-
thing, nor uneirenmcistiu; but faith
which workout' by love," he showed
with licedeal sequence that free wee
the under! ying foundation of ail tee.
nations*, common and' enteryday, and
not an arbitrary condition of fied
That faith taken Clod st hen wand, and
Love is• the only acceptable service
Faith not ectiesiesticens he sterwee
as the motive power of tee church
anal a "Faith that worked' by Love"
was the charge he lee upon thin peo-
ple in the beginning of his Peetoeute
Htsmor and pathos were closely allied
In his sermon, and he enforced els
arguments with teeing illuetaratione
 ___Iseeemeaseraihig need
the ever-fascinating store of "The
Web Young Ruler" to shiny (tie pow-
er and greatness' of the inheritatire
ot eternal We. The puede was very
fine at both services and May. Will
Clark tendered a beautiful violin
solo vie the eveoAng odertory. Theirs
WS. one addition to the church at the
morning service.
Jewels of Reetheeneeas.
"Jew:de" was the ankleet or the
sermon 'smashed by the Rev. W E
Cave as the PIM Preebyterian olvuech
yesterday morning, Good caw avid
women were jewels he had sollantraos
to and he used many apt latiseretibes
of his subject. 'He adjured the par-
ents to bring up their children to be
jewels' of the home and society
Rod of Revival.
The revival which has been In pro-
gress for several weeks at the
Twelfth Street Baptist Mission
closed yesterday, Rev, H. Cun-
ningham, of the city, has had charge
of the services and has dose a suc-
cessful work. There were ten addi-
tions yesterday to the mission, mak-
ing about 20 in all. Mr. Cunningham
will remain here for a short rest be-
fore beginning any other evangelis-
es work.
First Ctiristian.
The Rev, J. M. Hudspeth, of Bop-
kinsvele, Ky., filled the pulpit of the
First Christian church yesterday,
both morning and evening. The
morning service was In the Interest
of Christian Women's Board of Mis-
sions and was a strong pies for for-
eign missions. The annual offering
of the local C. W. B. M. auxiliary was
taken and a nice sum raised. It is
probable that Mr. Hudspeth will
preach again at the First Christian
church on Wednesday evening. He
Is popular in Paducah where be has
preached on several occasions.
The Rev. J. W. Blackard, D. D.,
presiding elder of the Paducah de
trice Methodist cherches held quar-
terly conference at lliediand on Sat-
urday- -and quarterly meeting ser-
vices on Sunday morning. At night
he -Preached at the Third Street
Methodist church, Paducah, and will
hold the quarterly conference of that
church tonight. This Is the beginning
of Dr. Blackard's first round of quar-
terly meetings for the year, and the
district will not be fully covered un-
til February 4,
Didn't Want to Go to Court.
A man who was rich enough to
Rudy, Phillips 4 Co.
219223 SROADWAv
Saturday Night
December 1
7:30 to 9:30
Unknown Special
Sale
We sold Saturday night in our un-
known special:
36 inch wide Black Taffeta Silk,
regular $1.25 value,
at . 75c
Paragon frame ladies' Umbrella,
regular 75c value,
at  49c
25 Foot Stools, different shape
regular 75c value,
at   39c
Yard wide Unlileached Do- 17,me.tic, 6 1-2c value, at -I-8k-
Infants' outing flannel gowns and
ladies' outing flannel shqrt skirts,
regular 50c values, 25ceach 
Next Saturday night -we Frill have
special of sarile character, same
hours—unknown—as this until time
of sale. Some article or articles of
equally as good value. Now come
down and get some of the bargain..
7:30 to 9:30
•!1,
A Shoe That
Pinches
Or bifflis cannot become com-
fortable except by toeing its
!shape. The& is why a lasting
style requires a perfect fit.
The Ste taut) Shoe is first made
to tit. Back of this is the
carefully selected leather and
the particular workmanship
which makes that perfect fit
last as lens( as the shoes.
Made is all Styles and leathers
$5.00 to $6.00
COCHRAN SHOE CO.
408 BrOadway.
".(hte Pair Sells another—That's Quality."
• 
SELECTING
CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
Is a matter requiring much time and thought—
ordinarily—but in a store like ours, carrying every-
thing which a jeweler should carry, the tallit Is
greatly simplified. Whether it is diamonds or
tither precious gems, watches, clocks, jewelry,
hand painted china or something of that sort, you
Can find no one better equipped to help you out
than we. But It is Onlin'niatter of a few days
now until Christmas, so don't, delay.
We should he glad to furnish the score carcia
for your next card party; just call and ask for
them—they are free
J. D. SOWERS
Jeweler
Phone. 3088 324 Broadway
Ass
1
- - - -at- men. lugAtililif-11101115114 en-
afford it fell sick and in due time his
family doctor called a consultation
After the conferees had taken sever-
al snifters and a smoke over it, they
decided as the first named hoped,
and he went into the sick room and
reported. He said: "We areunable to
agree at this time as to whether or
not your trouble is constitutional,
bat—" "Doctor." interrupted the pa-
tient. 'as he raised himself on his
elbow and swore a few lines, "you
dope mean to tell me I have to take
this to the supreme court to be de-
cided?"
easily, other than to know from
anybody who thinks be can tell why
.••••  a
A WEEK
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